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ABSTRACT 

The growth patterns and internal structure of Lo 'ihi submarine volcano have been 

investigated in two studies: an evaluation of the 1996 Lo 'ihi earthquake swarm and a 

1998 multi-channel seismic reflection survey. A velocity model constructed from the 

earthquake swarm and from refraction data collected in 1998 indicates that Lo'ihi's 

edifice has seismic velocities between 4-6 km/s while the shallow summit and flanks 

have velocities near 2 km/s. Earthquake relocations using the new model show that the 

1996 swarm consisted of an early, tectonic phase in which a magma chamber drained, 

followed by the formation of a pit crater on Lo'ihi's summit. Use of an ocean bottom 

seismometer during the 1996 swarm suggested that instruments must be positioned on 

Lo'ihi to properly evaluate its behavior. More data were collected on Lo'ihi when the 

Hawai 'i Undersea Geo-Observatory (HUGO) was deployed on the volcano in 1997. 

This real-time seafloor observatory contained a high-rate hydrophone on which 3 

months of nearly continuous data were recorded. Data recorded by HUGO include local 

and teleseismic earthquakes, and Pacific-wide T -phases. Locations of offshore Hawai 'i 

island earthquakes improve dramatically with data from HUGO. The majority of signals 

recorded on the HUGO hydrophone have the Kilauea ocean entry as their source. Many 

signals are impulsive events believed to be hydrovolcanic explosions. Other events, 

designated "roars" , are composed of a low-frequency rumble, accompanied by a 

prolonged broadband hiss. We interpret these events as submarine landslides because 

the largest of these events correlate with observed collapses of the Kilauea ocean entry. 

All of these collapses and some of the smaller landslides were also detected by the 
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autonomous hydrophone array operated by the Pacific Marine Environmental 

Laboratory, >5000 km from Kilauea. These data represent the first confirmed 

hydroacoustic recordings of submarine landslides and could be a useful component in 

tsunami monitoring efforts. That landsliding is a fundamental process in the growth of a 

Hawaiian volcano was further made clear both by the MCS data which show that 

Lo 'ihi' s flanks have experienced mass wasting throughout its growth. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

The volcanoes of the Hawaiian islands are arguably the most studied and best 

understood in the world. A long-term record of geophysical, geochemical and marine 

studies has yielded a wealth of information on these volcanoes, resulting in models of 

their structure, eruptive mechanisms, seismicity and stability. Until recently, however, 

most research focused on the subaerial phase of volcanic activity. This changed, 

however, with the 1971 discovery that Lo 'ihi, a seamount south of Hawai 'i island, was 

seismically active. Since that time, studies of Lo 'ihi' s seismicity [Klein, 1982; Bryan 

and Cooper, 1995], geochemistry [Moore et al., 1982; Garcia et al., 1995] and 

morphology [Malahoff, 1987; Fomari et al., 1988] have confirmed that it is the 

youngest volcano in Hawai 'i. As the only member of the Hawaiian-Emperor seamount 

chain still in the active submarine phase, Lo'ihi is an excellent site for investigating the 

growth and behavior of young Hawaiian volcanoes. 

Hawaiian volcanoes are believed to share a common pattern of growth, from a 

submarine alkali-rich volcano to the tholeiitic shield stage typified by Mauna Loa. This 

common past means that each Hawaiian volcano was, at some point, similar to Lo'ihi 

today. Questions about early eruptive behavior (how big are eruptions in the submarine 

phase? At what stage does a Hawaiian volcano form a caldera?) can be addressed by 

investigating these processes on Lo'ihi. Furthermore, the fundamental stability of a 

Hawaiian edifice may depend on what underlies it. We may therefore achieve a more 

complete understanding of volcanic stability by examining Lo'ihi's structure and its 

relationship to the surrounding volcanic flanks. How does the material on which Lo'ihi 
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sits affect its growth and encourage its deformation? At what stage do landslides play a 

major role in the development of a Hawaiian volcano? 

While Lo'ihi has great value as an analogue to other Hawaiian volcanoes, it is 

also important to recognize the merit of studying Lo 'ihi in its own right. Much can be 

learned from the behavior, distribution and style of a volcano's seismicity, particularly 

on a submarine volcano, where use of remote instruments such as seismometers may be 

more practical than frequent visits to the site. Furthermore, no deep submarine eruption 

has ever been witnessed and earthquakes can lend insight into eruption mechanics. A 

thorough understanding of Lo 'ihi' s volume and structure relative to other nearby features 

may help constrain its eruption rate and growth patterns. Finally, some researchers have 

suggested that Lo 'ihi represents a threat to residents of the Big Island of Hawai 'i, from 

landslide or earthquake induced tsunamis. To that end, it is worthwhile to examine 

Lo'ihi's record of landslides to determine whether catastrophic failures have yet affected 

the mountain and to investigate its fundamental stability. 

Two of the chapters presented in this dissertation focus on the structural issues 

described above: one describes the 1996 Lo 'ihi earthquake swarm and its structural 

implications, while the other uses seismic reflection and refraction profiling to 

investigate the volcano's internal structure and growth. The other two chapters focus on 

seismic and acoustic signals from a variety of sources, as detected by a sensor positioned 

on Lo'ihi's summit. While the instrument employed in these chapters was designed in 

part to study Lo'ihi activity, it was operative at a time when that volcano was quiescent. 

Consequently, the focus of those portions of the dissertation is on geophysical signals 

from sources throughout southeast Hawai 'i as well as the distant Pacific. 
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In 1996, Lo'ihi volcano experienced one of the largest earthquake swarms ever 

detected on a Hawaiian volcano. That event is the topic of the second chapter of this 

dissertation. Data from the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory's seismic network were 

combined with data from an ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) deployed on Lo'ihi 

during the earthquake swarm. Analysis of these data yields a new velocity model for 

Lo'ihi which in turn results in improved hypocentral locations for the swarm 

earthquakes. In summarizing the characteristics of the earthquake swarm and 

incorporating the improved earthquake locations, a model for the swarm activity and 

preceding eruption is presented. Chapter 2 is currently in press in the Bulletin of the 

Seismological Society of America. The paper is co-authored by Fred Duennebier. 

The velocity model presented in chapter 2 is useful for location of Lo 'ihi 

earthquakes. However, the model is one-dimensional and the extent to which it may be 

used to evaluate Lo'ihi's geology and internal structure is limited. A more detailed 

analysis of Lo 'ihi' s velocity structure was undertaken in a seismic refraction survey 

discussed in chapter 3. Following the deployment of a hydrophone on Lo'ihi's summit 

in 1998, a multi-channel seismic reflection survey was conducted in the area. The 

presence of the sensor on Lo'ihi enabled us to collect refraction data over the summit, 

and to that end, several seismic lines were run directly over the hydrophone. By 

incorporating these data into a ray tracing program, a detailed model of Lo'ihi's velocity 

structure was generated. The model that resulted from this work is compared with the 

velocity models presented in chapter 2 as well as other models for Lo'ihi. 

The 1998 seismic reflection data are also discussed in chapter 3. Four seismic 

lines were run over Lo'ihi , three over the summit and one over the north rift zone, as part 
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of a larger survey of Kilauea's south flank and the Puna Ridge. Although Lo 'ihi' s steep 

topography and relative homogeneity make it a less-than-ideal candidate for reflection 

studies, a number of reflections within Lo 'ihi' s flanks and beneath the edifice were 

imaged. These reflections are analyzed in the context of Lo 'ihi' s position relative to the 

underlying flank of Mauna Loa and the Punalu 'u slump to the north. Chapter 3 also 

includes a discussion of landslide deposits on and around Lo 'ihi, using seismic reflection 

profiles as well as apparent velocities from refraction models. 

The hydrophone employed in the refraction study described in chapter 3 was part 

of the initial deployment of the Hawai 'i Undersea Geo-Observatory (HUGO). HUGO, 

and the data collected during its 3-month run, are the subjects of chapters 4 and 5. 

Chapter 4 is essentially a review of the kinds of data collected by HUGO. During a three 

month experiment, until the HUGO system lost power due to an electrical short circuit in 

the cable to shore, a multitude of seismic, biologic, volcanic and acoustic signals were 

detected on the hydrophone from sources as near as Lo'ihi itself and as far as the 

Antarctic. 

The OBS data described in chapter 2 make obvious the advantage of having a 

seismograph on Lo 'ihi for location of offshore earthquakes. This hypothesis is further 

tested in chapter 4 with Hawai 'i island earthquakes located by the HVO network with 

data from the HUGO hydrophone. As with the OBS, earthquake locations are shown to 

improve with the addition of data from Lo'ihi. It is also shown that a sensor on Lo'ihi is 

useful for detection of seismic T -phases from earthquakes generated throughout the 

Pacific ocean. The instrument's use for detection of teleseismic earthquakes and 
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volcanic acoustic activity is also discussed. Chapter 4 is in press in G-cubed, co

authored by Fred Duennebier. 

Among the most interesting signals detected by HUGO were the sounds 

generated by collapses of land at the Kilauea ocean entry. An investigation of these 

signals is the subject of the final chapter in this dissertation. That these intriguing events 

are related to landsliding is confirmed by correlation of the largest events with bench 

collapses observed by researchers at the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory. Furthermore, 

they can be correlated with signals recorded on hydrophones operated by the Pacific 

Marine Environmental Laboratory, >5000 km from Kilauea. Chapter 5 describes the 

character of the signals, their detection on the different instruments and suggests that 

hydroacoustic detection of submarine landslides could be an important addition to a 

tsunami monitoring program. This paper is in press in Geophysical Research Letters, 

co-authored by Chris Fox and Fred Duennebier. 
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CHAPTER 2. SEISMICITY AND VELOCITY STRUCTURE OF 
LO'IID SEAMOUNT FROM THE 1996 EARTHQUAKE SWARM 

2.1 Abstract 

The largest earthquake swarm yet recorded on Lo 'ihi submarine volcano took 

place in July and August of 1996. The swarm consisted of two phases of seismic 

activity and was associated with the formation of a pit crater and additional faulting of 

Lo'ihi's summit platform. The first phase of activity was comprised of predominantly 

high frequency events scattered over the southern flanks of the volcano. Following a day 

of seismic quiescence, the second phase of activity began, consisting of lower frequency 

earthquakes with strong T-phases. The Phase 2 events took place beneath Lo'ihi's 

summit, presumably marking the formation of the pit crater, Pele's Pit. Data obtained by 

an ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) on Lo'ihi during the swarm help constrain a new 

velocity model for Lo 'ihi. The relocated earthquakes, combined with other 

characteristics of the swarm, enabled us to develop a model for the events leading up to 

the formation of Pele's Pit that includes (1) a prolonged eruption, (2) a tectonic event 

beneath Lo'ihi's south flank and (3) drainage of a shallow magma chamber. 

2.2 Introduction 

Lo'ihi seamount is an undersea volcano, the youngest known expression of the 

Hawaiian hot spot. Located -65 km south of Kilauea caldera (Figure 2.1 ), Lo 'ihi rises 

from a depth of -5000 to -1000 meters below sea level (mbsl). "Lo'ihi" means "long 

one", a name that reflects the topographic control of north-south trending rift zones on 
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Figure 2.1: Location of Lo' ihi seamount and Hawai' i island. The dots on the Big 
Island represent seismic stations operated by the Hawai'i Volcano Observatory. 
Seismic stations for which we show waveform or spectral data (Figures 2.6 and 
2.7) are shown in grey circles and labeled with station names. The dot on Lo'ihi 
represents the OBS deployed during the Rapid Response Cruise. The circle 
around Lo'ihi seamount indicates the region in which the Lo' ihi-3 velocity model 
was used in relocating earthquakes. A five kilometer transition zone exists 
around this area. Klein's (1981) velocity model was used in all other regions. 
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Lo'ihi's morphology (Figure 2.2). Two small, north-trending rift zones extend from the 

northern part of the summit with a longer rift extending to the south. 

Lo'ihi has a well defined summit platform with an average depth of -1200 mbsl. 

Prior to 1996, the summit platform included two elongate pit craters, East Pit and West 

Pit (Figure 2.2). East Pit has a diameter of -1200 m and a base that lies 123 m below the 

surrounding summit plateau. West Pit has approximately the same areal extent but has 

only 73 m of relief. Recent high resolution mapping of the summit area [Smith et al., 

1997] shows several flat areas with arcuate boundaries, interpreted as former pit craters 

that have since filled with volcanoclastic debris and lava flows. Prior to the 1996 swarm, 

the southwestern comer of the summit area was occupied by a -100 m high cone known 

as Pele's Peak, the site of long-term, vigorous hydrothermal venting [Malahoff, 1987]. 

Coincident with the 1996 earthquake swarm, Pele's Peak collapsed to form a 600 m wide 

by 300 m deep pit crater dubbed Pele's Pit. Additional faulting to the west of West Pit 

and north of the East Pit area was recognized on submersible dives and bathymetric 

surveys and is also believed to be associated with the 1996 seismic activity [T. Kerby, 

personal communication, 1996]. A narrow depression known as the Sand Channel now 

connects East Pit and Pele's Pit. 

Seismicity has long been detected in the region near Lo'ihi, but was only 

attributed to that volcano in the early 1960's. Since that time, between 2 and 10 Lo'ihi 

earthquakes have typically been detected each month by the Hawai'i Volcano 

Observatory's (HVO) seismic network. This background seisrnicity is punctuated by 

periodic swarms wherein tens to hundreds of earthquakes occur on the volcano within a 

few days (Figure 2.3). Since 1959, when Lo'ihi earthquakes were first located by the 
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Figure 2.2: Bathymetry of Lo'ihi seamount. Highlighted are the locations of 
Pele's Pit, the pit crater formed during the 1996 earthquake swarm and 
Pisces Peak, the site where the OBS was deployed during the swarm. To the 
north and northeast of Pele's Pit are the two older pit craters, West Pit and 
East Pit. Contour interval is 100 m. Illumination is from the northeast. 
Bathymetric data from the USNS Sumner, U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office. 
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HVO network, nine earthquake swarms have been detected, and a poorly located swarm 

in 1952 may also have been associated with Lo'ihi [Klein, 1982]. The earthquake swarm 

of July-August, 1996, was the largest yet recorded on Lo'ihi. 

In this paper we examine the chain of events leading up to the collapse of the 

Pele's Pit crater. To this end we first describe the chronology of the 1996 Lo 'ihi 

earthquake swarm, and describe how the data collected at HVO and on the OBS enabled 

us to determine a new velocity model for use with Lo 'ihi earthquakes. Use of the new 

model allowed us to more tightly constrain epicentral locations for the swarm. We use 

these data, as well as earthquake power spectra, focal mechanisms, and fault dimensions 

to examine the chain of events leading up to and including the earthquake swarm. 

2.3 Chronology of the earthquake swarm 

The 1996 earthquake swarm consisted of two phases of activity separated by a 

day of seismic quiescence. The initial phase began on the evening of July 16 and 

continued until July 18 (Figure 2.4). During this phase, 170 events >Md (the 

approximate detection threshold) were detected by the HVO network. Seventy of these 

events were located. The first few hours of activity consisted of events located on 

Lo'ihi's southwest flank beneath a structure thought to be a failed rift [Fomari et al., 

1988]. After that time, the epicentral locations appear more scattered over the south 

flanks of the volcano (Figure 2.5). Although depths are poorly constrained because of 

the location of the earthquakes relative to the HVO sensors, the early events show no 

apparent trends or clustering in depth. Phase 1 ended on July 19, when no locatable 

Lo'ihi earthquakes were detected. 
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On July 20, Phase 2 of the Lo'ihi seismic activity began, with increased numbers 

and intensity relative to Phase 1. During the next 10 days, the volcano averaged 400 

earthquakes per day, with magnitudes between Md and ML4.9. (Figure 2.4). More 

detailed investigation of Phase 2 shows two surges in activity, denoted here as Phases 2a 

and 2b. Phase 2a occurred between July 20 and 25, while Phase 2b began on July 26 and 

lasted through August 5. During this time, over 4000 earthquakes were detected by the 

HVO network, 905 of which were located. 

We define Phase 2c of the swarm as beginning August 6, coincident with the 

arrival of the first response cruise and the beginning of submersible and echosounder 

observations of the summit area. Based on these observations, we can constrain the 

formation of Pele's Pit and further deformation of the summit as occurring before Phase 

2c. In contrast to the scattered epicenters of the Phase 1 events, the Phase 2 events 

cluster at the summit toward the south rift of the volcano (Figure 2.5). The Phase 1 

events also have markedly higher peak frequencies than do the Phase 2 earthquakes. 

On August 5, a Rapid Response Cruise (RRC) aboard the RIV Ka'imikai-o

Kanaloa sailed for Lo'ihi to investigate the earthquake swarm and seek evidence of an 

eruption. On the first traverse of the summit platform, the new Pele's Pit was imaged by 

the ship's echosounder. Because the Phase 1 earthquakes were located beneath Lo'ihi's 

southern flanks, researchers first looked for evidence of a south rift eruption, but no 

thermal or chemical anomalies were detected in that region [Duennebier et al., 1997]. 

The presence of the new crater, as well as extensive faulting of the summit plateau, was 

confirmed on submersible dives on August 7 and August 9 [Duennebier et al., 1997]. 

Glassy rocks, the freshest yet found on Lo'ihi, were collected on Pisces Peak (Figure 
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2.2). Radiometric dating of two of the rocks indicates that they erupted on Lo'ihi in 

January and May of 1996, but the vent location for this eruption has not been identified 

[Garcia et al., 1998]. Observations of fresh volcanic sands on Lo'ihi's summit also 

suggest recent eruptive activity. Sonobuoys were used on a series of cruises following 

the earthquake swarm to locate explosive noises in the northeast region of Lo'ihi's 

summit, but dives in that region were unsuccessful in locating an eruption site 

[Duennebier et al., 1997]. 

An ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) was deployed on Pisces Peak (Figure 2.2) 

on the August 7 dive. Because the OBS was deployed via submersible, it required no 

floatation and could be carefully placed in the lava talus, thereby limiting the amount of 

noise from deep ocean currents. The OBS contained a hydrophone and two 4.5-Hz 

geophones that recorded motion in the vertical and horizontal directions. Due to a 

programming error, the OBS did not begin recording until August 13, whereupon it 

recorded continuous analog data until August 28. The OBS was retrieved on September 

26. 

2.4 Processing of seismic data 

The seismic network operated by the Hawai 'i Volcano Observatory includes 53 

short-period seismometers, 16 of which are 3-component, distributed over the island of 

Hawai'i (Figure 2.1). The instruments are largely concentrated near the summit and rift 

zones of the active volcanoes Kilauea and Mauna Loa. Data from the network are 

telemetered to the volcano observatory where they are timed using CUSP (California 
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Institute of Technology- U.S.G.S. Seismic Processing) software and located with 

HYPOINVERSE [Klein, 1989]. 

In this study we only include earthquakes that could be timed on a minimum of 

10 seismic stations. The number of P-waves used in locating events averages 26, with a 

minimum of 10 and maximum of 52 picks. In general, S-waves are poorly defined and 

were picked on only a few stations. 

During the swarm, initial timing was performed by a number of analysts at the 

Hawai'i Volcano Observatory. After the swarm ended, one of the authors (J. Caplan

Auerbach) retimed all of the Lo 'ihi earthquakes to ensure consistency in the picking of P 

and S waves. Of the -4500 quakes detected by the land-based HVO seismic network 

during the 1996 swarm, we were able to locate 1070. Waveforms from events with 

overall rms travel time residuals >0.20 seconds were filtered with a 2-pole, 2-15 Hz 

Butterworth bandpass filter to enhance the first breaks, and retimed. 

2.5 Spectral analysis 

Volcanic earthquakes are commonly divided into two categories according to 

source process. The first group, known as volcano tectonic (VT) earthquakes, are 

related to shear failure within the volcano [Lahr et al., 1994]. VT earthquakes are 

indistinguishable from other tectonic earthquakes and are characterized by a broadband 

spectrum and clear P and S phases. The second group of volcanic earthquakes are the 

long period (LP) events, characterized by a high frequency onset and a long, harmonic 

coda. It is believed that many LP events represent volumetric deformation and are 
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associated with fluid transport within the edifice [Chouet, 1988; Lahr et al., 1994; 

Chouet, 1996]. 

As shown in Figure 2.6, the Phase 1 and Phase 2 earthquakes have extremely 

different spectral characteristics. It is therefore useful to compare them to the VT and LP 

events observed on other volcanoes [Fehler and Chouet, 1982; Yamasato et al., 1991; 

Chouet et al., 1994; Pitt and Hill, 1994]. Like VT events, many Phase 1 earthquakes 

exhibit clear P and S phases and have spectral peaks near 8-10 Hz (Figure 2.6). In 

contrast, the events of Phase 2 resemble LP events, with spectral peaks near 2-4 Hz 

(Figure 2.6), monochromatic codas, and poorly defined S-phases. Thus, at first glance it 

appears that the Phase 2 events are associated with fluid transport and volumetric 

deformation. 

Before we can categorize the Lo'ihi earthquakes in this manner, however, we 

must consider the possibility that the spectral characteristics result from path and station 

effects rather than from the source. To this end, we analyzed average daily power 

spectra for Phase 1 and Phase 2 events and compared the spectra at different seismic 

stations (Figure 2.7). Spectra for a subset of earthquakes that are not associated with 

Lo'ihi are also included in Figure 2.7. Because rays from these non-Lo'ihi earthquakes 

follow different paths, spectra from these events may be used to differentiate between 

site and path effects. 

Examination of the spectra in Figure 2.7 confirms that all of the seismic stations 

record higher frequencies for the Phase 1 earthquakes. Phase 1 earthquakes show a wide 

variety of spectral peaks, while the Phase 2 events appear to excite a narrow range of 

specific frequencies. Some peaks, such as the strong signal at 7.9 Hz on station PLAV 
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Figure 2.6: Waveforms and power spectra for typical Phase 1 and Phase 2 
earthquakes. Both earthquakes have magnitude ML= 2.6 and both are from the 
PPLV station of the HVO seismic network (Figure 1 ). (a) Phase 1 event from July 
16, 1996. The peak energy is carried in the P-wave, with little coda. Spectral peaks 
are at 8-9 Hz. (b) Phase 2 event from July 28, 1996 with spectral peaks at 1.4, 2.7 
and 3.9 Hz. Also visible is a T-phase at -20 seconds. The power spectra were 
calculated with a 512 point fft on the first 1 O seconds of the waveforms to avoid 
interference from the T-phase. 
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Figure 2.7: Averaged daily power spectra for different categories of 
earthquakes. Dashed lines represent Phase 1 power spectra, thin solid lines 
represent Phase 2 spectra and the heavy solid lines represents spectra for a 
group of non-Lo'ihi earthquakes. All stations show higher peak frequencies for 
the Phase 1 events and lower peak frequencies for Phase 2 earthquakes. 
Several spectral peaks are seen for all classes of earthquakes and are thought 
to be site effects. While the Phase 2 events have lower peak frequencies, the 
spectra differ between stations, suggesting that the spectral peaks are not 
indicative of source resonance. 
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and the 8.8 Hz peak on station DESV (Figure 2.7), are independent of source location, 

ray path, and origin time, and are therefore considered to be site resonances. 

Since the Phase 1 and Phase 2 earthquakes are concentrated in different parts of 

Lo'ihi's edifice spectral differences could be either path or source effects. However, 

spectra from Phase 1 and Phase 2 earthquakes with similar epicenters still have 

extremely different spectral content, indicating that the spectral difference results from 

source processes rather than location. Depths, however, are poorly constrained for most 

Lo'ihi earthquakes and the possibility exists that a small difference in hypocentral depth 

may be sufficient to explain the spectral variation between Phase 1 and Phase 2 events. 

On any given seismic station, nearly all of the Phase 2 events display distinct 

spectral peaks, suggestive of source resonance. However, the frequencies of peaks differ 

from station to station and therefore the resonances cannot be a source effect. Instead, 

we suggest that the Phase 2 events have a broadband source signal but the high 

frequencies are attenuated by the presence of a magma body within Lo'ihi's edifice. 

Alternatively, the Phase 2 events may have a broad, low frequency spectrum indicative 

of low-stress-drops [Wyss, 1973]. 

Events detected at HVO's coastal stations show clear T-phases for most Phase 2 

events (Figure 2.6) whereas T-phases are not evident for Phase 1 earthquakes. 

However, T-phases from all phases of activity were detected on the Navy's SOSUS 

array by researchers at NOAA/PMEL [R. Dziak, personal communication, 1996]. We 

suggest that the location of Phase 1 earthquakes beneath Lo 'ihi' s south flanks makes 

them poorly suited for the propagation of T-phases to the north where they would be 

detected by the HYO stations. 
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2.6 Ocean bottom seismometer data 

As a result of Lo 'ihi' s position 30 km outside of the HVO seismic network, the 

locations of Lo'ihi earthquakes are difficult to constrain, with the largest uncertainty in a 

vertical plane trending NNW-SSE. Hypocentral locations and additional swarm 

characteristics are dramatically improved by data from the OBS. Additionally, the 

deployment of an OBS on Lo'ihi allow us to use rays that have passed through the 

volcano to analyze Lo'ihi's velocity structure. 

During the time that the OBS was operational, 42 earthquakes were detected by 

both the OBS and HVO's land-based network. Approximately 450 additional events 

were detected on the OBS that were not sufficiently large to trigger the land-based 

network, and many events were within the coda of earlier earthquakes. As a result, of 

the 42 events detected by both the HVO network and the OBS, only 36 could be reliably 

located. Waveforms from the HVO network for the OBS-detected events were filtered 

and retimed. 

To evaluate the importance of the OBS, we first located the 36 OBS-detected 

events using arrivals from the HVO stations only, with Klein's [ 1981] velocity model, 

the model used by HVO for location of Hawai 'i island earthquakes. Travel time 

residuals for these initial locations average 0.18 seconds. However, when the OBS data 

are included in the solution calculations, the OBS P-waves are found to arrive up to 1 

second early and the overall rms residual for the events jumps to 0.57 s. Because of our 

high confidence in the OBS picks ( <0. lOs), we attribute the high residuals to an 

inaccurate velocity model at Lo'ihi rather than to timing errors. Without data from the 
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OBS, the inappropriateness of the Klein velocity model for Lo'ihi would not have been 

evident, thus emphasizing the importance of having a seismic station on Lo'ihi. 

2.7 A new velocity model 

We considered two models as possible explanations for the early arrivals on the 

OBS: fast, shallow seismic velocities relative to the Klein model or lower velocities at 

depth between Lo 'ihi and Hawai 'i island. To evaluate the first of these possibilities, we 

used the Klein velocity model and fixed the location of the 36 OBS-recorded 

earthquakes at 7 km depth, directly beneath Lo'ihi's summit. The results of this 

calculation suggest that if the Klein velocity model is retained at depths > 7 km, the 

velocity of the shallowest 7 km beneath Lo 'ihi would have to exceed that of the mantle 

in order to explain the OBS residuals. Fixing the earthquakes at depths shallower than 7 

km, requires even higher velocities. We therefore conclude that the high residuals on the 

OBS cannot be explained solely by faster shallow velocities, and that an appropriate 

velocity model for Lo'ihi must include lower velocities at depths below the hypocenters. 

To estimate the appropriate velocity structure we began with the Klein velocity 

model and iteratively increased or decreased layer velocities to minimize the travel time 

residuals. Our first priority was to minimize the residuals at the OBS and then to 

minimize the overall rms residuals for all stations. Additional constraints on the velocity 

model came from the refraction work of Kong et al. [1997] and Hill and Zucca [1987]. 

Because it has been shown to be effective in locating Big Island earthquakes, we retained 

the Klein velocity model for the Big Island of Hawai 'i, changing only the offshore 

velocities in the area shown by the circle around Lo'ihi in Figure 2.1. 
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Because we only have a single receiver on Lo 'ihi, we are unable to determine a 

unique velocity model for Lo'ihi earthquakes. Two examples of models with low nns 

travel-time residuals, called Lo'ihi-3 and Lo'ihi-4, are shown in Figure 2.8 with 

Klein's [ 1981] linear gradient velocity model displayed for comparison. Because 

Lo 'ihi' s summit is still -1000 mbsl, we included seawater velocities in the shallowest 

kilometer of the Lo'ihi models shown in Figure 2.8. However, it should be noted that 

HYPOINVERSE does not consider station elevation, and depths are defined relative to 

the stations. Thus, when used for earthquake location, the Lo 'ihi velocity models do not 

include the water column, and topography is incorporated into the station corrections. 

The station delays used by HYO in locating Big Island earthquakes were 

calculated for rays traveling within Kilauea and may therefore be inappropriate for 

Lo'ihi sources. During the retiming of the swarm, a subset of large (>ML3), high signal

to-noise ratio events was selected for use in estimating new station corrections. 

Unfortunately, none of the OBS-detected events had sufficiently clear P-wave arrivals 

to include in the calculation of station delays. After relocating these events, travel time 

residuals were calculated and, where a clear trend was evident, the station delays were 

corrected accordingly. Because the OBS sat at -980 mbsl, we assigned it a station delay 

of -0.35 s, the calculated travel time for a P-wave in the first 980 m of the Lo'ihi-3 

velocity model. However, because HYPOINVERSE operates by minimizing residuals at 

the nearest station, changing the station correction for the OBS has little effect on 

earthquake hypocenters. 

While both of the Lo'ihi models displayed in Figure 2.8 yield low rms residuals, 

we do not have sufficient data to discriminate between them. We used both Lo'ihi-3 
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and Lo 'ihi-4 to calculate hypocenters for the 36 OBS-detected and found that 

increasing the mid-depth (4-14 km) velocities shallows earthquake hypocenters and 

moves them to the south. While we cannot establish which model is more accurate, the 

Lo'ihi-3 model is appealing in that it yields the lowest rms residuals. Moreover, 

hypocenters calculated with Lo'ihi-3 fall directly beneath Pele's Pit, a region in which 

we expect seismic activity. We therefore use the Lo'ihi-3 model for earthquake 

relocations in this paper. While hypocenters calculated for the OBS-detected events are 

quite sensitive to changes in the velocity model, other events are relatively unaffected by 

variations in the Lo'ihi model. Consequently, choosing Lo'ihi-3 over Lo'ihi-4 as the 

optimum model has little effect on our interpretation of the swarm. 

Below the water column, the shallowest three kilometers of the Lo'ihi-3 model 

have P-wave velocities increasing from 2.0 to 4.8 km/s (Figure 2.8 and Table 2.1), 

comparable to Kilauea rock velocities. Because rays that passed through Lo'ihi's 

shallowest region were only detected at the OBS, velocities in this layer are relatively 

poorly constrained. To further evaluate shallow velocities we considered preliminary 

data from a seismic refraction study recently performed over Lo'ihi [Caplan-Auerbach 

et al., 1998]. These data suggest that the shallowest 100-200 m of the volcano have 

velocities near 2.0 km/s. Between 4 and 11 km depth, the Lo'ihi-3 model indicates a 

low velocity gradient with velocities hovering near 5 km/s. At 11 km depth, the velocity 

increases again and reaches mantle velocities at 16 km. 

One possible explanation for low mid-depth velocities stems from the fact that 

Lo'ihi formed on the flanks of Mauna Loa and Kilauea and is likely underlain by 

hyaloclastites and landslide debris from the Big Island. These layers of debris should be 
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TABLE 2.1. Lo'ihi-3 and Lo'ihi-4 velocity models. Depths are relative 
to sea level. In all layers except the water column (the first kilometer), 
velocities increase according to a linear gradient. The deepest layer is a 
halfspace with velocity 8.3 km/s. 

Lo'ihi-3 Lo'ihi-4 

Depth (km) P-wave velocity P-wave velocity 
(kmls) (kmls) 

0.0 1.5 1.5 

1.0 2.0 2.0 

4.0 4.8 4.8 

11.0 5.0 7.0 

16.0 8.3 8.3 
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slower than material at comparable depths beneath Kilauea. Moreover, refraction studies 

indicate that the weight of Hawai 'i island causes the underlying crust and lithosphere to 

flex downward, resulting in velocity layers that dip in a landward direction [Hill and 

Zucca, 1987]. We recognize that velocities in the Lo'ihi-3 model likely reflect the 

passage of rays through a dipping layer and may not be indicative of actual rock 

velocities beneath the volcano. To further examine the case for a dipping layer model, 

we performed ray tracing between Lo'ihi and Hawai'i island for a dipping layer structure 

and for the combination of the Klein and Lo'ihi-3 velocity models. The results of this 

ray tracing show no significant difference in travel times. The low velocities in Lo'ihi-3 

may therefore represent the part of the raypath that travels through the low velocity 

dipping layer rather than the compressional velocity of the rock. 

Because this study uses only a single receiver on Lo'ihi, we are unable to 

investigate heterogeneities within the volcano. It is likely that velocities differ 

significantly between Lo 'ihi' s rift zones and flanks. Such heterogeneities were detected 

by a 1986 Lo'ihi OBS survey [Bryan and Cooper, 1995] and have been imaged in a 

preliminary refraction study of Lo 'ihi [Caplan-Auerbach et al., 1998]. In order to 

produce a more complete model for Lo'ihi, a network of seismic stations is needed on 

the seamount. 

2.8 Earthquake relocation 

To evaluate the effects of the new velocity model on earthquake locations, we 

present the initial and relocated hypocenters for the 36 earthquakes detected by the OBS 

and the HYO network (Figure 2.9). The initial locations shown in Figure 2.9a were 
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calculated using Klein's [ 1981] velocity model and the original station delays. Figure 

2.9b shows the same events relocated using the new station delays as well as the 

combination of the Klein and Lo'ihi-3 velocity models. The relocated earthquakes 

cluster more closely under the summit and are centered near the new pit crater, indicated 

by a white star. The rms travel time residual for the OBS-detected events located with 

Lo'ihi-3 is 0.07 s (Figure 2.9f). 

Relocated epicenters are plotted in Figure 2.5 for all events in the 1996 swarm 

that were detected by 10 or more stations. The black circles in Figure 2.5 represent 

epicentral locations of the Phase 1 events, and Phase 2 earthquakes are shown in gray. 

The best constrained events are those detected by both the HVO network and the OBS, 

and are represented by the white circles. Circle size is proportional to local magnitude as 

calculated by HYPOINVERSE [Klein, 1989]. 

2.9 Hypocentral depths 

Hypocentral depths calculated for the OBS-detected earthquakes are included in 

Figure 2.9. Initial depths calculated with the Klein velocity model and the original 

station delays fall along a line between 10-14 km depth, shallowing to the south (Figure 

2.9c). The relocated hypocenters shown in Figure 2.9d, however, form a tight cluster at 

a depth of -6-7 km beneath Lo 'ihi' s summit. Use of the Lo 'ihi-4 model shallows the 

hypocenters to depths of 2-5 km beneath the summit, but also moves them to the south, 

away from the pit crater. Regardless of the velocity model used, the OBS-detected 

events form a tight cluster with a diameter only slightly greater than their individual 

error ellipses. Thus we conclude that although the absolute depth is not known with 
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certainty, the clustering implies a marked improvement in the relative locations of these 

events. 

To investigate the robustness of our depth calculations, we computed travel time 

residuals for the 36 OBS events for a range of fixed depths ( 1-15 km), the results of 

which are displayed in Figure 2.10. We first performed the calculations using only the 

Klein velocity model, and then again using combinations of the Klein model with the 

Lo'ihi-3 and Lo'ihi-4 models. As shown in Figure 2.10, residuals are considerably 

lower for the events located with Lo'ihi-3 and Lo'ihi-4, and the residual curves for 

those models are steeper, indicating better depth constraint. Finally, we ran the same test 

using the Lo'ihi-3 velocity model, but disregarding data from the OBS (Figure 2.10). In 

this case, although the rms residuals are extremely low, the curve is nearly flat for all 

depths >3 km, confirming that without arrivals at Lo'ihi, we have virtually no constraint 

on hypocentral depth. 

A common result of all of the depth calculations is that the OBS-detected events 

appear to have a source region >3 km beneath Lo'ihi's summit. That the earthquake 

depths do not appear to be shallow is at first surprising given the spectacular deformation 

observed on Lo'ihi's summit. However, a similar pattern of summit deformation and 

deep seismicity was observed in the 1968 caldera collapse of Fernandina volcano in the 

Galapagos islands [Simkin and Howard, 1970], suggesting that this pattern is not unique 

to Lo'ihi. Despite the obvious effects of faulting on the volcano's summit topography, 

teleseismic waveform modeling suggests that the source of the Fernandina quakes was a 

fault located at 14 km depth [Kaufman and Burdick, 1980]. Similarly, Hirn et al. [1991] 

note that the source depth for long period seismicity associated with the collapse of a pit 
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crater on Piton de la Foumaise volcano, while difficult to constrain, appears to be deeper 

than the plug forming the pit crater bottom. Such parallels on other volcanoes suggest 

that deep faulting at Lo 'ihi is not inconsistent with the shallow deformation. 

2.10 Swarm b-value 

Most volcanic earthquake swarms are composed of many small ( <M3) 

earthquakes. The rarity of large earthquakes in such episodes means that for volcanic 

earthquake swarms, the b-value, the slope of the frequency-magnitude relation logN = 

a-bM, is high, often exceeding 2 [McNutt, 1986]. The 1996 Lo'ihi earthquake swarm, 

however, included over 100 quakes with magnitude >ML4, making the b-value of the 

swarm of particular interest. A slight drop-off in the number of events with magnitude 

<Md .5 suggests that this is the approximate completeness threshold for Lo 'ihi events 

detected at the HYO stations. If we assume that the earthquake catalogue is complete for 

events of magnitude >Md .5, we find that the magnitude-frequency plot is best 

described by two b-values (Figure 2.11). Events with magnitudes <ML 4.5 have ab

value of 0.42 while events with magnitudes >ML4.5 have a much higher b-value of 2.42. 

Further analysis of the b-value for the swarm shows that the Phase 1 earthquakes have a 

slightly higher b-value than the events of Phase 2. Phase 1 earthquakes have a b-value 

of 0.63. 

The b-values calculated for the Lo'ihi swarm are similar to those found by 

Filson et al. [1973] who showed the same bimodal relationship for earthquakes 

associated with the caldera collapse at Fernandina volcano in 1968. Because Wyss 

[1973] suggested that b-value is inversely related to stress drop, Francis [1974] 
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Figure 2.11: Magnitude-frequency plot for the 1996 Lo 'ihi earthquake swarm. 
Magnitudes are local magnitudes as calculated using HYPOINVERSE (Klein, 
1989). N is the cumulative number of events with magnitudes >ML. Data are 
only considered complete for events of ML > 1.5. The data are best fit by two b
value lines, one for events with ML< 4.5 ( b = 0.42) and a second for ML > 4.5 
(b = 2.42). 
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attributed the dual b-values at Fernandina to the occurrence of two types of earthquakes: 

the events with the higher b-values are thought to be low stress-drop quakes associated 

with the main caldera ring fault while the smaller events are thought to have high stress

drops and locate on minor faults distributed throughout the volcanic edifice. An 

alternative model for the b-values is found in the work of Ben Zion and Rice [1995] who 

show that a bimodal b-value may result from strong heterogeneities along a fault. The 

fact that the b-values are different for the Phase 1 and Phase 2 events likely reflects 

differences in fault properties on Lo'ihi's summit and flanks. 

2.11 Faulting and focal mechanisms 

We can also use earthquake focal mechanisms to evaluate the relationship 

between the earthquake swarm and the formation of the.pit crater. Unfortunately, many 

of the Phase 2 earthquakes have emergent arrivals, making first motions difficult to 

characterize. We selected a subset of large earthquakes that were noted as having at least 

40 clear P-wave motions, or 33 P-wave motions if one was from the OBS. While Phase 

1 earthquakes seem to display a variety of first motions, virtually all of the P-wave 

arrivals for Phase 2 earthquakes are dilatational. 

The limited range of take-off angles for Lo'ihi earthquakes detected at HVO 

stations makes fault plane solutions impossible to constrain (Figure 2.12). We can, 

however, use these data to rule out thrust or pure strike-slip faulting for the Phase 2 

events. Although the calculated focal mechanisms indicate normal faulting, they are also 

consistent with a non-double couple source mechanism such as that generated by ring 

fault earthquakes [Julian, 1998]. Ring faulting is appealing due to the formation of 
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Pele's Pit, but the data are insufficient to form conclusions about the nature of the 

faulting. The diversity of first motions among Phase 1 earthquakes indicate a greater 

variety of focal mechanisms in the early part of the swarm. 

The calculated focal mechanisms are strongly dependent on hypocentral depth, 

the least well constrained factor in our earthquake locations. To examine the robustness 

of our solutions, we recalculated focal mechanisms for fixed earthquake depths between 

2 and 15 km and found that in general, the Phase 2 focal mechanisms are consistent with 

normal faulting for all depths shallower than 14 km. 

We can further evaluate faulting at Pele's Pit by investigating magnitudes of 

earthquake generated by the downdropping pit. Although the dimensions of the fault are 

uncertain, we assume that the floor of the pit crater drops as a coherent plug and that the 

size of the fault is the same as the surface area of the dropping cylinder. Because none 

of the earthquakes are larger than ML4.9, we can assume that the local magnitude is 

approximately equal to the moment magnitude and estimate the fault dimensions 

accordingly. We estimate the thickness of the plug to be 3 km, assuming that it sits over 

a shallow magma chamber, like that assumed for Kilauea [Tilling and Dvorak, 1993]. A 

M4.9 earthquake on this fault would result in 0.13 m of fault displacement, requiring 

many hundreds of earthquakes >M4 to yield the observed 300 m pit crater depth. That 

the crater appears to have formed with a series of small displacements is consistent with 

observations of precarious rocks on the crater wall and lack of ejecta on the crater rim, as 

well as with the large number of earthquakes in the swarm. These fault dimensions also 

allow us to rule out the possibility that the pit crater formed in a single catastrophic 

event. Even if we assume that the crater floor has a thickness of only a few hundred 
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meters, a single collapse event would yield an earthquake of M6.5, far larger than any 

observed during the swarm. 

2.12 Discussion 

Many models exist for the formation of pit craters. While some authors suggest 

that a pit crater drops as a single piston-like block [Filson et al., 1973; Francis, 1974; 

Hirn et al., 1991], others [Walker, 1988; Okubo and Martel, 1998] suggest that pit 

craters form when stoping occurs over large, opening-mode fractures. A third model 

[Gudmundsson, 1998] suggests that a crater ring fault may develop over a small magma 

body if a wide portion of the volcano undergoes upward doming. While we have used 

the piston model in our discussion of earthquake magnitudes, we are unable to rule out 

the possibility that the crater formed through stoping. The doming model is appealing in 

that it could explain the broad distribution of earthquake prior to Phase 2, but no data are 

available to determine whether or not doming occurred on Lo'ihi. 

Although the method of collapse is different in each of the models, all require 

that rock from the pit crater either falls or subsides into an underlying chamber. In the 

case of Lo'ihi, this implies that some magmatic event, eruption or intrusion, occurred to 

remove magma from a summit magma chamber. Here, we investigate the 1996 swarm 

for evidence of an eruption or intrusion and to determine the chain of events leading up 

to the formation of the pit crater. 

Any model seeking to explain the events of 1996 on Lo 'ihi seamount must 

account for the following observations already discussed in this paper: (1) There was 

intense seismicity for nearly a month, with over 100 events larger than magnitude ML4; 
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(2) The earthquake swarm included several pulses of activity, with the high frequency 

Phase 1 events occurring beneath the south rift zone, while the low frequency Phase 2 

events clustered beneath Lo'ihi's summit; (3) Radiometric dating of samples collected at 

Lo'ihi's summit confirms that Lo'ihi erupted in early 1996 when the volcano was 

seismically quiet. Other data, including water chemistry and sonobuoy signals suggest 

that an eruption was in progress during the swarm; (4) The best constrained hypocentral 

depths appear to cluster several kilometers beneath Lo'ihi's summit; (5) Limited focal 

mechanism data indicate normal or ring faulting for the Phase 2a and 2b events, with a 

greater variety of faulting types in Phases 1 and 2c; (6) Submersible observations of 

Pele's Pit, as well as earthquake magnitudes, suggest that the pit collapsed gradually 

rather than in a single catastrophic event. 

In both the 1986 pit crater formation at Piton de la Foumaise and the 1968 

caldera collapse at Fernandina volcano, crater collapse occurred at the end of a long, 

complex eruptive cycle [Him et al., 1991]. Although radiometric dating confirms that 

Lo'ihi erupted in January-February and May 1996 [Garcia et al., 1998], it is not known 

whether these dates represent two distinct eruptive events or a single, prolonged 

eruption. The relative lack of seismicity during early 1996 is reminiscent of the low 

seismicity associated with the current, long-term, eruption of Kilauea volcano 

[Koyanagi et al., 1988]. Although Kilauea experiences periodic earthquake swarms, 

transport of magma to the East Rift Zone vent site is largely aseismic, suggesting that 

magma flows uninhibited through preexisting conduits. The eruption that took place on 

Lo'ihi in early 1996 must have been similarly quiescent, with magma moving freely 

from an overflowing reservoir to the vents. During this time, drainage of the magma 
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chamber due to erupted lava must have been rapidly replenished. The draining of the 

magma chamber that resulted in pit crater formation was likely a consequence of 

adjustments causing the initial part of the swarm rather than the volcano's long-term 

behavior. 

It is not known where the magma went upon draining from the magma chamber, 

but there are at least three possibilities: the magma may have erupted, it may have 

intruded along one of the rift zones, or it may have drained into a deeper reservoir. 

Although evidence exists that Lo 'ihi was erupting at the time of the RRC, no eruption 

site has been found, suggesting either that the eruption was small or that it occurred in a 

region not visited by the submersible. Data from water samples suggest that a deep 

eruption occurred on Lo'ihi during the swarm, but that eruption is also thought to have 

been short-lived [Duennebier et al., 1997]. Although the Phase 1 events occurred in the 

southern part of Lo'ihi, their scattered epicentral distribution does not support a dike 

intrusion. Seismicity associated with dike intrusions on Kilauea volcano is generally 

tightly clustered and may migrate down the rift zone [Klein et al., 1987], characteristics 

not seen in the Phase I events. 

Petrologic evidence from rocks collected during the earthquake swarm shows 

partial crystallization in a deep (8-10 km) magma chamber, just below the best-fit 

depths for the earthquakes recorded by the OBS [Garcia et al., 1998]. The possibility 

exists that a shallow magma chamber drained into a deeper reservoir during Phase 2 of 

the swarm, resulting in the formation of Pele's Pit. The relatively low frequency of the 

Phase 2 events is consistent with the presence of magma within the volcano and may 

indicate faulting near a magmatic conduit. The lack of clearly defined S-waves for 
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Phase 2 earthquakes also suggests that seismic energy may have passed through a 

magma chamber or conduit en route to the HVO stations. 

We suggest that the Phase 1 faulting triggered drainage of the magma chamber, 

thereby instigating the Phase 2 activity as well. Phase 1 events are generally of higher 

frequency and shorter duration than the Phase 2 events, suggesting that they are 

associated with brittle rock fracture. A possible model is that the cumulative pressure 

increase due to repeated magma injection within Lo'ihi and gravitational loading of the 

edifice resulted in the build-up of strain within the southwest flank. During Phase 1, 

rupture within the flank opened passages into which magma could drain. Instead of a 

single slip event we envision a cascade of smaller earthquakes that created fractures 

within Lo'ihi's south flanks. Magma may then have drained from either the deep or 

shallow magma chambers beneath Lo 'ihi. 

Once magma began to withdraw from the summit reservoir, the slow collapse of 

Pele's Pit ensued, yielding a large number of concentrated earthquakes in Phase 2. Not 

only are the Phase 2 events clustered beneath Lo 'ihi' s summit but their focal 

mechanisms suggest faulting consistent with the downdropped pit crater. We are unable 

to resolve any clear difference between the events of Phase 2a and 2b but recognize them 

as distinct units in time. One of the phases may be associated with the pit crater while 

the other represents additional deformation of the summit platform, but the Phase 2 

epicenters are not sufficiently well constrained to confirm this model. Phase 2c 

represents the tapering phase. The major faulting of the summit occurred before August 

7, when the first submersible observations were made. At this stage, most seismicity 

was probably associated with settling of the edifice and movement of magma. 
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2.13 Conclusions 

The 1996 earthquake swarm was the largest yet detected on Lo 'ihi and among the 

largest ever observed on a Hawaiian volcano. The swarm consisted of two major phases 

distinguished by time, location and spectral content. The seismic activity was associated 

with the formation of a new pit crater as well as significant deformation of the summit 

platform. 

The deployment of an OBS during the swarm enabled us to construct a new 

velocity model for the Lo'ihi region. Early arrivals -on the OBS suggest that Klein's 

[1981] model used for Hawai'i island is too fast for Lo'ihi earthquakes. Relocation of 

swarm events using a combination of the Klein velocity model and the new Lo'ihi-3 

model show that the Phase 2 events cluster near Lo'ihi's summit. While depths are 

highly sensitive to the velocity model, the Lo'ihi-3 model indicates depths of-6-7 km 

beneath Lo 'ihi' s summit, just above the deep magma body inferred from petrologic data. 

The new velocity model for Lo 'ihi and determination of hypocentral depths for 

the swarm events could only be achieved with data from the OBS. In order to fully 

investigate the seismicity and internal structure of Lo'ihi seamount it is important that 

instrumentation be deployed on the volcano itself and in the surrounding area. 

We offer the following model for the events that led up to the 1996 Lo'ihi 

seismic swarm. During a period of many years, a summit magma chamber on Lo 'ihi 

filled. Presumably, some of the earthquake swarms detected on Lo 'ihi between 1971 

and 1995 resulted from eruptions or dike intrusions from this magma chamber. In early 

1996, according to the model of Garcia et al. [1998], magma from a deep (8-10 km) 

reservoir intruded into the shallow chamber, triggering an eruption. The lack of 
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seismicity during this time suggests that the magma may have reoccupied hot 

passageways within the edifice and that the shallow chamber remained full, recharged 

from a deeper source. On July 16, 1996, brittle rupture occurred within Lo'ihi's 

southwest flank resulting in the opening of passages within the volcano and the rapid 

draining of a magma chamber. This changed the stress field in the volcano to trigger 

extensional faulting in the edifice, as evidenced by the presence of deep (5-6 km) 

earthquakes beneath Lo'ihi's summit. Water chemistry and sonobuoy signals indicate 

that some of the magma erupted at the time of the RRC. As the chamber drained, the 

roof slowly collapsed, resulting in the formation of Pele's Pit and faulting of the summit 

region. The time period required to form the pit is not known, but submersible 

observations confirm that both the formation of Pele's Pit and the additional faulting of 

the summit region had occurred by August 7. Additional settling of the edifice and 

partial recharge of the magma chamber continued throughout August as evidenced by the 

variety of first motions evident in Phase 2c events. 
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CHAPTER 3. GROWTH, STRUCTURE AND INTERACTION OF 
HAWAIIAN VOLCANOES: A SEISMIC REFLECTION AND 
REFRACTION STUDY OF LO'IHI SUBMARINE VOLCANO 

3. I Abstract 

The internal structure and growth patterns of Lo 'ihi submarine volcano has been 

revealed by a 1998 multi-channel seismic (MCS) reflection of the volcano and the 

surrounding region as well as a refraction study of the volcano's central edifice. 

Identification of landslide deposits on Lo'ihi's flanks as well as modeling of slow (l.8-3 

km/s) seismic velocities in its flanks confirm that mass-wasting is a fundamental 

process throughout the early stages of a volcano's growth. Few reflections are visible 

within the main Lo 'ihi edifice, suggesting that it is either homogeneous, or that it there is 

little impedance contrast between its landslide debris and lava flows. The MCS data 

reveal the oceanic basement reflector at depths ranging from -1 km to the south of the 

volcano to -8 km just offshore of Hawai 'i Island. Overlying the basement reflector and 

underlying Lo'ihi itself is a unit characterized by landward-dipping reflections, 

interpreted as the flank of Mauna Loa. The reflective character and seismic velocity of 

the unit suggests that it is composed of landslide debris and volcaniclastic sediments 

rather than lava flows. The Punalu 'u slide, a feature originally believed to be an ancient 

Mauna Loa landslide, abuts against the Lo'ihi's northern flank and is reinterpreted as a 

small series of debris flows formed after the initiation of Lo'ihi. 
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3 .2 Introduction 

Although the volcanoes of the Hawaiian-Emperor chain are among the most 

studied and best understood volcanoes in the world, little is known about the early, 

submarine phase of their growth. In fact, among all ocean-island volcanoes, there are 

only a few examples where this stage of development can be examined in detail. One of 

those places is Lo'ihi seamount, an active submarine volcano in the Hawaiian chain. 

Until recently, studies of Lo'ihi's internal structure were based solely on surface 

morphology [e.g. Fomari et al., 1988], or by analysis of outcrops in its incised flanks 

[Garcia et al., 1995; Guillou et al., 1997]. We report on a multi-channel seismic (MCS) 

reflection study over Lo'ihi that offers a view into the volcano and an important means 

by which its structure and growth patterns may be directly evaluated. 

Because of the close proximity between Hawaiian volcanoes, it is believed that 

many of these volcanoes formed on the flanks of neighboring edifices [Moore et al., 

1979]. Lo'ihi's position south of Hawai'i island (Figure 3.1) suggests that it formed on 

the flank of either Mauna Loa or Kilauea, and that its lavas interfinger with material 

from the older volcanoes to the north. Seismic reflection data may be used to estimate 

the thickness of deposits beneath Lo 'ihi to provide constraints on the source of 

underlying material. Whereas Clague [1988] sketched Lo'ihi as a 5-6 km thick edifice, 

erupting through the flank of Kilauea, Garcia et al. [1995) estimate that the actual 

thickness of Lo 'ihi is closer to 3.5 km. The data presented here support the latter 

estimate. 

Most Hawaiian volcanoes have been modified by massive landslides that remove 

portions of the edifice and deposit blocks and sediments on the surrounding seafloor 
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Figure 3.1: Bathymetric map of the submarine south flank of Kilauea and Lo 'ihi 
volcano. Overlying the bathymetry are the seismic lines from the 1998 MCS 
survey. Lines discussed in this paper are in bold. Also labeled are the Kilauea 
south flank, the Punalu'u slide, and the offshore extension of the Kilauea 
southwest rift zone. The star at Lo'ihi's summit represents the location of the 
Hawai' i Undersea Geo-Observatory and the hydrophone used for the refraction 
survey. 
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[Moore et al., 1989]. Although Lo'ihi is in the early stages of growth, it has already 

experienced a significant amount of landsliding, as evidenced by large amphitheaters on 

its east and west flanks [Malahoff, 1987; Fomari et al., 1988]. It is not known, however, 

whether these embayments formed catastrophically, or whether they result from 

frequent, small mass wasting events. The question of whether Lo 'ihi has ever undergone 

catastrophic failure has implications for the processes that control volcanic growth in 

Hawaii. 

This paper presents the results of a multi-channel seismic reflection survey 

performed over Lo 'ihi in January and February, 1998, as part of a larger survey to study 

Kilauea's submarine south flank. During that experiment, several seismic reflection 

lines were run over Lo 'ihi. The installation of the Hawai 'i Undersea Geo-Observatory 

(HUGO) on Lo'ihi's summit in October, 1997, enabled us to perform a refraction survey 

of the volcano, and to put constraints on Lo 'ihi' s shallow velocity structure. In this 

paper we compare this velocity model with those from previous studies of Lo'ihi and 

other Hawaiian volcanoes. The resulting velocity models compare favorably with a 

model developed for earthquake locations [Caplan-Auerbach and Duennebier, 2001a] 

and suggests that Lo'ihi's central edifice has slower seismic velocities than Kilauea. The 

seismic reflection data indicate that the region north of Lo' ihi is composed of two 

distinct units, the Punalu 'u slide and a deeper unit thought to represent the old flank of 

Mauna Loa. We suggest that the flank of Mauna Loa may have formed in a manner 

similar to that seen on Kilauea today and that Lo 'ihi lavas and landslides have interacted 

with material from the Big Island in a complex pattern of growth and mass wasting. 
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3.3 Geologic and survey setting 

Loihi seamount is the youngest member of the Hualalai-Mauna Loa trend of 

Hawaiian volcanism [Moore et al, 1982], The volcano is located 55 km south of Kilauea 

caldera and due east of the southernmost tip of Hawai'i island (Figure 3.1). Lo'ihi is 

surrounded by major landslides: the Hilina slump to the northeast, and the Punalu 'u 

slide to the north and northwest. A wide hummocky feature to the NNW of Lo'ihi 

represents the distal end of Kilauea's southwest rift zone, although the offshore extent of 

that rift is difficult to determine. A large block south of Lo'ihi is composed of indurated 

volcaniclastic sediments and is interpreted as a landslide deposit from an event that pre

dates Lo'ihi [P. Lipman, personal communication, 1998]. Estimates for Lo'ihi's age 

range from 100-150 ka [Garcia et al., 1995; Lipman et al., 1990] to -250 ka [Guillou et 

al., 1997]. It has been suggested that the seamount overlies deposits from Mauna Loa 

[Garcia et al., 1995] and the Punalu'u slide [Moore and Clague, 1992; Lipman et al., 

1990]. 

The marine seismic survey discussed in this paper was conducted in January and 

February, 1998, aboard the RIV Maurice Ewing. Data were collected on 29 seismic lines 

over the Kilauea south flank, Puna ridge and in the region surrounding Lo'ihi (Figure 

3.1). Shots were detonated at 50 m intervals from a tuned airgun array with a volume of 

4336 in3 (71L). Data were sampled at 2 ms on 160 channels along a 4.2 km streamer. 

Data processing was performed at the University of Hawai 'i using ProMAX software, as 

described in Table 3.1. 
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TABLE 3.1. Processing sequence for MCS data. Data were collected in 
SEGY format, then processed using ProMAX software. 

Processing Sequence 
1. Data decimated to 4 ms 

2. Edited bad traces and channels 

3. Bandpass filtered at 4-8-72-80 Hz 

4. Velocity analysis and dip moveout 

5. Normal moveout correction 

6. Top mute to reduce noise from NMO stretching 

7. Inside mute to reduce strength of multiple 

8. 40-fold CMP stack 

9. F-K filter 

10. Migration in F-K domain 

11. F-K filter 

12. Depth conversion 
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3 .4 Refraction survey and Lo 'ihi velocity structure 

Little was known about Lo 'ihi' s velocity structure prior to the 1998 survey, as 

the few extant studies yield conflicting results. Two studies suggest anomalously high 

velocities near Lo'ihi. Bryan and Cooper [1995] infer from a 1986 ocean bottom 

seismometer (OBS) survey that crustal velocities between Hawai 'i and Lo'ihi are fast 

relative to those used to locate earthquakes on the Big Island. However, because of the 

poor data quality, no attempt was made to derive a velocity model for Lo'ihi [Bryan and 

Cooper, 1995]. Refraction data collected in 1994 suggest extremely high velocities (3-7 

km/s) for the shallowest 1-2 km of the Lo'ihi summit and rift zones [Kong et al., 1997]. 

In contrast with these studies, analysis of OBS data collected during a 1996 Lo'ihi 

earthquake swarm suggests that seismic velocities beneath Lo 'ihi must be slightly slower 

than those beneath Kilauea, grading from 4-6.5 km/s between 4-10 km depth [Caplan

Auerbach and Duennebier, 2001a]. Additional studies were needed to compare Lo'ihi's 

velocity structure to that of Kilauea and Mauna Loa. 

In October 1997, a hydrophone was deployed on Lo'ihi's summit as part of the 

Hawai'i Undersea Geo-Observatory (HUGO) [Caplan-Auerbach and Duennebier, 

2001b]. This installation represented an excellent opportunity to perform a refraction 

study of the Lo'ihi edifice. To that end, we ran three seismic lines (Lines 12, 13 and 26) 

directly over the HUGO site (Figure 3.2). Because the main purpose of the 1998 cruise 

was to collect seismic reflection data, airgun shots were spaced at -20 s (50 m) intervals. 

While this interval is appropriate for reflection, the repetition rate precludes observation 

of rays with >20 s travel time, and coda from the previous shots significantly decreases 
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the signal-to-noise ratio. As a result, we are unable to identify rays turning at depth (> 7 

km) beneath Lo 'ihi and are confined to studying the shallowest portion of the edifice. 

Refracted arrivals are identifiable in the data to a distance of 8-10 km from 

HUGO. Later arrivals diminish in amplitude and are lost in noise. We timed refracted 

arrivals for Lines 12, 13 and 26, and input the data into the ray-tracing program 

RAYINVR [Zelt and Smith, 1992], assuming that arrival time picks were accurate to 

0.05 s. We were unable to invert for a velocity model because only a single receiver was 

used. Water column velocities for ray tracing were taken from a series of CTD casts 

deployed near Lo'ihi in 1995 and 1999 [Midson, 1999]. Our initial velocity model for 

Lo 'ihi consisted of a 6 km/s layer at 6 km depth, a 4 km/s layer at 4 km, and seafloor 

sediment velocities of 1.8 km/s [Klein, 1981; Caplan-Auerbach et al., 1998; Caplan

Auerbach and Duennebier, 200la]. Velocity nodes were defined at -400 m intervals 

along each layer. While this generated a complicated velocity structure, it allowed us to 

include a detailed model of Lo'ihi's topography. Rays were traced through the model 

and velocities were iteratively adjusted such that arrival times fell within the assumed 

uncertainty. An example of data and model fits is shown in Figure 3.3. 

Results of the refraction modeling indicate that Lo'ihi has velocities of -1.7-2.5 

km/sat the seafloor, increasing to 4-6 km/sat depth within the edifice (Figure 3.4). 

These velocities are typical of basaltic rocks and are consistent with a refraction survey 

of the submarine flanks of Hawai 'i island [Hill and Zucca, 1987) and with a velocity 

model used for the location of Lo'ihi earthquakes [Caplan-Auerbach and Duennebier, 

200la]. The profiles presented here are two-dimensional and show more detail than 

those used for earthquake location. 
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Velocities in Lo'ihi's shallow summit area are found to be relatively slow, 

ranging from 1.6-2.7 km/s (Figure 3.4). Because Lo'ihi rises to -1000 m, relatively 

little gas exsolves from the magma, so Lo'ihi rocks may be expected to be dense, with 

seismic velocities nearer 3-4 km/s. However, the fact that hydrothermal venting is 

found on Lo'ihi's summit and upper rift zones indicates that the edifice is fractured, 

which may explain the observed slower velocities. While these observations are 

surficial, most of the summit region is sampled by rays turning at depths <200 m (Figure 

3.3), so the effects of compaction are minimized. We find no evidence to support high 

(3-7 km/s) summit velocities such as those presented by Kong et al. [1997]. 

At the top ofLo'ihi's flanks, just below the main summit platform, seismic 

velocities range from 2-3.5 km/s (Figure 3.4). The highest seafloor velocities (3.8 km/s) 

appear near the summit on Line 26 at shot point (SP) 1450, the steepest part of the 

edifice (Figure 3.4). The presence of a high-velocity zone at the top of the flank 

suggests the presence of massive rocks or intrusions, and removal of low-density rocks, 

consistent with the observations of Garcia et al. [1995] that dikes intruded into pillow 

lavas dominate this region. Similarly high velocities may be found at Line 12, SP 1160, 

also an oversteepened section of the edifice that has likely undergone landsliding. 

Low (-1.8 km/s) seismic velocities are evident at the base of Lo 'ihi' s flanks on 

all lines (Figure 3.4). These velocities suggest the presence of unconsolidated materials, 

resulting from mass wasting on the volcano's flanks. Refraction modeling therefore 

presents a picture of a volcano with landslide-incised flanks, exposed dikes or flows 

near the summit, and low-velocity rubble at the base. 
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Figure 3.4: Velocity structure of Lo'ihi from refraction data on Lines 12, 13 and 26. 
Velocities range from 1.5-7.5 km/sand are contoured at 1 km/s. Nothing is known about 
the velocity structure in the masked (black) regions because no rays passed through that 
part of the edifice. On both Lines 12 and 26 the portion of the flank above the landslide 
deposit indicates anomalously high seafloor velocities, suggesting that mass wasting has 
removed the rubbly exterior, leaving high-velocity materials exposed. The slow regions 
at the base of Lo' ihi's flanks are believed to be landslide deposits. 
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The 4-6 km/s velocity at 2-3 km depth beneath Lo'ihi's summit, is lower than 

that suggested for Kilauea and Mauna Loa and lower than expected of a intrusive core 

[Hill and Zucca, 1987]. The central portion of the edifice, where the highest velocities 

are expected, is not well sampled (Figures 3.3-3.4) and rays passing through this section 

are difficult to identify in our data. Velocities in Lo'ihi's core are poorly constrained. 

The implication, however, is that that material underlying Lo'ihi has slow seismic 

velocities, more consistent with landslide deposits or volcaniclastic sediments than with 

intrusive rocks. Because the seismic lines do not cross directly through the center of the 

Lo'ihi edifice, the rays may preferentially sample flank landslide deposits rather than an 

intrusive core. Alternatively, high (6-7 km/s) velocity material may be present at depths 

deeper than our rays sampled. 

3 .5 Oceanic crust and the flank of Mauna Loa 

We begin our investigation of the seismic reflection profiles by identifying the 

oceanic basement reflector. Characterizing the basement is an important part of this 

study because it enables us to constrain the thickness of sediments and landslide deposits 

and to constrain velocities for depth conversions. Finding the basement reflector in the 

MCS data is challenging; in fact, one study states that the oceanic crust in Hawai 'i is 

masked by a thick chert layer and cannot be identified seismically [Wilkins et al., 1993]. 

Other studies, however, have found that the crust may be identified as a high-amplitude, 

discontinuous reflector, underlain by low frequency reverberations [ten Brink and Watts, 

1985; Leslie et al., in prep]. Finally, we expect few reflections from within the crust, so 

the basement reflector should be among the deepest reflectors imaged. Using these 
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criteria, we were able to identify basement reflections on all of our seismic lines. We 

used crossing points to verify that our picks were consistent between lines. 

An example of the oceanic reflector is shown in depth section for Line 12 (Figure 

3.5). After ten Brink and Watts [1985], we identify the oceanic crust as a low

frequency, discontinuous reflection. The depth to the basement reflector increases from 

-1 km below the seafloor at the distal end to - 7 km beneath the flank of Mauna Loa. 

This yields a 0.9° slope for a line cutting across the dip of the crust as it flexes beneath 

the weight of the island. Next we examine the basement reflector in Line 13, running 

radial to the island (Figure 3.6). Unfortunately, the crustal reflector is either 

unrecognizable in the near-shore region or obscured by the water column multiple. 

Projecting the basement reflector from the far field (SP 900) suggests that it would reach 

a depth of -8 km near the island, consistent with the depth inferred from refraction data 

[Hill and Zucca, 1987]. 

Identification of the basement reflector at -7 km beneath Lo'ihi's summit 

establishes an absolute maximum on the volcano's height. It also allows us to put 

constraints on the thickness of seafloor sediments in the distal regions as well as of 

landslide deposits from Lo 'ihi. 

3.6 Lo'ihi landslides 

That Lo 'ihi has experienced landsliding is well established by observations of 

embayments in its western and eastern sides, as well as talus deposits at the base of the 

flanks [Malahoff, 1987; Fomari et al. , 1988; Moore et al., 1989; Smith, 1996]. A 

number of these deposits are imaged in our reflection data (Figures 3.6-3.7) and can be 
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Figure 3.5: Depth section for Line 12. The oceanic crust reflector is identified as a discontinuous, low 
frequency reflection dipping to a depth of -8 km at the northwestern end {SP 400). Boundaries 
between the Punalu'u slide and the flank of Mauna Loa are poorly defined. As on Line 13 {Figure 3.6), 
Lo'ihi represents a -3 km thick structure built atop Mauna Loa sediment. A small landslide deposit is 
visible at the base of the eastern flank {SP 1350-1440). 
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flat-lying reflections interpreted to be the Punalu'u slide. A series of horizontal reflections within the slide 
suggests that its deposition was gradual, consisting of several distinct flows with interbedded sediments 
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Mauna Loa. The dipping layers are believed to be associated thrusting and rotation due to volcanic 
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crust in this area is approximately 2 degrees, consistent with the dip determined by Hill and Zucca [1987) 
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massive amount of material has been removed from Lo'ihi's eastern flank. 



used to estimate landslide thickness. Close examination of the landslide's seismic 

stratigraphy allows us to examine landslide types and failure mechanisms for Lo'ihi 

slides. 

Lo'ihi's eastern and western flanks were imaged on Line 26 of the seismic survey 

(Figure 3.7). The uppermost portion of the flanks (SP 1400-1550) show incoherent, 

jumbled reflections, suggestive of an extremely irregular surface. Data from the eastern 

flank region are complicated by side echoes from the walls of a nearby canyon (Figure 

3.2) as well as the fact that acoustic energy is scattered by Lo'ihi's steep topography. 

This seismic character is consistent with the observed oversteepened zone of exposed 

dikes and pillows from the top of the eastern flank to a depth of - 2000 m [Garcia et al., 

1995]. The presence of dikes at the surface shows that the flank was covered with 

material that has since been removed. The volume of material missing from Lo'ihi's 

eastern flank is uncertain, but we note that the seafloor to the northeast of Lo 'ihi is fully 

1 km higher than the seafloor to the south. Identification of the oceanic basement 

reflector at 6500 m beneath SP 1370 shows that the crust is overlain by >3 km of 

material, much of which may have once been part ofLo'ihi's eastern flank. 

At the base of Lo'ihi's eastern flank (SP 1350-1390) is a thick layer oflow

amplitude, subparallel reflections (Figure 3.7). We propose that this packet represents 

talus from Lo'ihi's flanks, possibly from brecciated material that once covered the dikes 

near Lo'ihi's summit. Low(< 2 km/s) seismic velocities were calculated for this region 

(Figure 3.4), supporting our interpretation that the deposit represents unconsolidated 

debris. The fact that layering is evident within the deposit suggests that several pulses of 

material may be separated by other materials such as lava flows or hemipelagic debris. 
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The smooth character of the talus deposit contrasts sharply with a jumbled region 

to the northeast of SP 1350 (Figure 3.7). A faint onlapping of the talus on the chaotic 

region shows that deposition of the jumbled material predates formation of the talus 

apron. The jumbled region also has low ( <2 km/s) seismic velocities, encouraging us to 

interpret it as another zone of unconsolidated debris. Lo 'ihi, the Punalu 'u slide and the 

Kilauea south flank are all potential sources for this material. Closer examination of the 

regional slopes suggests that the deposit is actually a small part of a larger lobe directed 

toward the northeast (Figure 3.8). The apparent flow direction of the chaotic material 

encourages us to interpret it as an old Lo'ihi slump deposit now partly covered by talus. 

The base of the deposit may be visible as a faint reflection 500 m beneath the slump 

(Figure 3.7). Taking the areal extent of the exposed portion of the slump to be 5 km2
, 

and assuming an average thickness of 500 m, we estimate the slump volume at 2.5 km3
; 

small relative to the catastrophic landslides blanketing the Hawaiian archipelago [Moore 

et al., 1989], but larger than many other submarine landslides [Hampton and Lee, 1996]. 

Lo'ihi's western flank is also blanketed in landslide debris, but unlike the eastern 

slide, the distal end of the western deposit is not identifiable in our seismic lines (Figure 

3.7). With the exception of a small rotational slump between SP 1570-1620, the 

seafloor on the southeastern side of Lo 'ihi appears surficially hummocky and underlain 

by subparallel reflectors. Unlike the eastern landslide, there is no barrier to prevent 

downslope flow to the southwest. Thus, mass wasting to the west of Lo'ihi may have 

occurred by an avalanche of materials that broke up during the slide and are no longer 

identifiable within the deposit. Smooth reflections at the very distal end of the line 

(Figure 3.7, SP <1880) may be turbidites, although their source cannot be establi shed as 
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Lo 'ihi. Several strong horizontal reflections may represent lava flows or areas where 

hemipelagic sediment accumulated during a period of landslide quiescence. This 

suggests that the western amphitheater also formed as a series of events rather than as a 

single catastrophic failure. 

Another large landslide deposit is seen at the base of Lo 'ihi' s south rift zone 

(Figure 3.6, SP 700-800). Its hummocky appearance suggests that it formed as a slump 

rather than a debris flow. A small incision in the southeast flank (Figure 3.8) may be the 

source region for this deposit, implying that flow was to the east. The bathymetry also 

suggests that the deposit is part of a series of small landslides now overlapping on the 

seafloor (Figure 3.8). Although we cannot determine its areal extent, the slump is thick, 

tapering from 700 m to 300 m on the northern side. Finally, we identify a small slide on 

Line 12, (Figure 3.5, SP 1350-1440), at the base of Lo'ihi's eastern flank. This 100 m 

thick deposit is acoustically transparent, implying a jumbled debris flow. 

The MCS data presented here suggest that there is no characteristic landslide type 

associated with Lo'ihi mass wasting. We see a wide range of landslide types, from the 

jumbled slump deposits imaged on Lines 13 and 26 to the turbidites at the western end of 

Line 26 to the talus apron on Lo'ihi's eastern flank. At least some of the slides appear to 

be large, as would be expected by the size of embayments within the volcano's flanks. 

Some of the deposits must have formed gradually, as evidenced by horizons within the 

slide, while other deposits are jumbled and may have formed rapidly. 
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3.7 Lo'ihi and the Punalu'u slide 

To the immediate north of Lo 'ihi is the Punalu 'u slide, a feature that has been 

attributed to landsliding of Mauna Loa's flank prior to the formation of Lo'ihi or Kilauea 

[Lipman et al., 1990]. Estimates of the slump' s age are poorly constrained, however, as 

they are based on the assumption that the event served as a trigger for upslope erosion 

[Lipman et al., 1990]. The age of the seafloor deposits is somewhat constrained by the 

fact that the eastern side is overlain by materials shed from the Kilauea south flank, 

suggesting that the deposit predates the growth of Papa 'u compressional ridge. A block 

of indurated sediments south of Lo 'ihi has also been attributed to Punalu 'u [P. Lipman, 

personal communication, 1998], although samples from that block have not been 

analyzed for source. The prevalence of landslide blocks in the region suggests that there 

are many potential sources for the material, and its identification as part of Punalu'u 

must be considered speculative. In summary, little is known about the source, volume or 

evolution of the Punalu 'u slide. Our seismic reflection data suggest that the Punalu 'u 

slide may be a series of debris flows overlying the old flank of Mauna Loa and that it 

may not predate Lo'ihi. 

The MCS data presented here show that the subsurface north of Lo'ihi is 

composed of two units (Figure 3.9). The top unit, here defined as the Punalu'u slide, 

contains horizontal reflectors to -4 km depth (Figure 3.9, SP 1200-1500). In contrast, 

reflections in the deeper unit dip landward. The boundary between these units is not 

well defined. 

Although the boundary between Lo'ihi and the Punalu'u slide is not clear, there 

is evidence that the slide does not continue beneath the Lo'ihi edifice. The flat-lying 
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reflections seem to terminate near SP 1230, at the bathymetric low between Lo'ihi and 

Punalu 'u (Figure 3.9). The number of horizontal reflections within the Punalu 'u slide 

shows that there are regular changes in acoustic impedance, inconsistent with its being a 

single, massive landslide. Instead, the layering suggests interbedding of different 

materials, such as lava flows or sediment. The hummocky appearance of the layers 

encourages us to rule out lava flows and suggests that there may be layers of terrigenous 

or hemipelagic materials between slides. The picture that emerges is therefore one of 

several small landslides, separated by a considerable period of time. We propose that the 

Punalu'u deposit formed as a series of debris flows, sometime after the main Lo'ihi 

edifice but prior to the creation of Papa 'u at the southwestern end of the Kilauea south 

flank. According to Smith et al. [1999], this may have occurred -60 ka, anywhere from 

40-140 ka after Lo'ihi's growth initiated. 

We believe that the unit beneath Punalu'u is also the unit that underlies the Lo'ihi 

edifice and interpret it to be the flank of Mauna Loa. This model is consistent with the 

cross-section through Lo'ihi sketched by Garcia et al. [1995, their Figure 2]. South of 

Lo'ihi's summit, between the oceanic basement reflection and the Lo'ihi landslide 

(Figure 3.6), a strong series of horizontal reflections is visible. The continuous, high

amplitude character of these features suggests that they may represent a layer of 

sediment overlain by volcanic material. A similar high-amplitude, continuous reflector 

is visible in Line 26, between SP 1600-1700 (Figure 3.7). Based on the st~ong 

impedance contrast and the position relative to the oceanic crust, we suggest that these 

reflections represent the boundary between the sedimented top of the Mauna Loa flank 

and effusive deposits or landslides from Lo'ihi. 
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The dipping layers beneath the horizontal reflections discussed above are 

intriguing. An unlikely interpretation is that the reflections are extensions of the flank of 

Lo'ihi, as they parallel the dip of the volcano's northern flank (Figure 3.6). This model 

requires that Lo 'ihi' s edifice extend to a depth of 7 km, considerably larger than has been 

previously suggested. Given estimates of Lo'ihi's age [Moore and Clague, 1992; 

Garcia et al., 1995], a 7 km thick edifice requires an extremely high eruption rate for this 

early stage of volcanism. A more likely possibility reflects the geometry imaged within 

the Kilauea south flank, where volcaniclastic sediments are rotated under the influence 

of volcanic spreading and flank compression such that they dip in a landward direction 

[Morgan et al., 2000; Hills et al., 2000]. The model proposed by Morgan et al. [2000] 

proposes that the Kilauea flank is composed of volcaniclastic sediments that overthrust 

the volcanic apron around the base of the volcano. The dipping reflections within the 

Mauna Loa unit suggest that a similar process may have taken place on that volcano, and 

imply that Lo 'ihi is underlain by Mauna Loa sediments, not lava flows. The presence of 

a sedimentary wedge is consistent with the relatively low (3-5 km/s) seismic velocities 

proposed for Lo'ihi's flanks and deep core (Figure 3.4). The fact that the Punalu'u 

deposit shows no rotational deformation further shows that volcanic spreading associated 

with this portion of Mauna Loa is no longer active, and suggests that Kilauea buttresses 

the formerly active eastern flank of Mauna Loa. The landslide block south of Lo' ihi 

(Figure 3.2) may be a Mauna Loa analogue to the blocks located at the distal end of the 

Kilauea south flank. 
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3.8 Growth of Lo'ihi Volcano 

A number of models have been proposed to describe the growth of ocean island 

volcanoes. Moore and Fiske [1969] used dredged samples of submarine erupted rocks to 

infer that Hawaiian volcanoes are composed of pillow lavas, overlain by hyaloclastites, 

and finally by the flows associated with subaerial eruptions. This initial model was later 

modified by Hill and Zucca [1987] to include an intrusive core and to allow 

interfingering between the effusive products of neighboring volcanoes. More recently, 

researchers have recognized the prominent role played by landsliding in the development 

of ocean island volcanoes, and it has been suggested that the volcanic edifice may be 

composed of both lava flows and landslide debris [Holcomb and Searle, 1991]. While 

we were unable to image structures directly beneath Lo'ihi's summit, our work confirms 

the importance of landslide processes in the growth and stability of a Hawaiian volcano. 

Identification of reflections deep within the central portion of Lo 'ihi' s edifice is 

difficult because a strong water column multiple masks reflections passing directly 

beneath the summit. Portions of the edifice are clear, however, and are remarkable for 

their lack of continuous reflections rather than for any specific features. With the 

exception of a few short, poorly-defined reflectors such as those seen in Line 12 (Figure 

3.5, SP 1040-1090) and Line 13 (Figure 3.6, SP 1090-1130), little is visible within the 

main edifice, indicating no strong impedance contrast between layers. We can be 

confident that Lo'ihi is not completely homogeneous, however. Submersible and ROV 

observations of outcrops on Lo'ihi show massive flows and dikes, while our MCS data 

strongly suggest that landsliding is an important process that has probably affected 

Lo'ihi throughout its lifetime. Furthermore, the velocities determined by refraction 
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suggest that landslide deposits could make up a large component of that part of the 

edifice. The fact that we see few continuous reflections within the deep edifice suggests 

that impedance contrast between pillow lavas and brecciated flows may not be 

sufficiently large to generate a high amplitude reflection. An additional possibility is 

that individual boundaries may be too thin to resolve in our data. 

We propose that Lo 'ihi grew over a sedimentary portion of Mauna Loa, similar 

to the Kilauea south flank today. The initial eruption of Lo'ihi lavas may be the source 

of the high-amplitude, continuous reflections visible on Lines 26 (Figure 3.7, SP 1600-

1700) and 13 (Figure 3.5, SP 750-900). In its early stages, Lo'ihi lavas probably 

interfingered with volcaniclastic sediments from Mauna Loa as well as deposits from the 

Kilauea south flank. Landsliding on Lo 'ihi has likely been an important process in the 

volcano's evolution throughout its lifetime and may be the cause of the relatively low 

seismic velocities suggested for the volcano. The thickness of slump and slide debris 

between Lo'ihi and the Kilauea south flank, combined with observations of dikes near 

Lo'ihi's summit suggests that a significant amount of material has been removed from 

that side of the edifice. 

3.9 Conclusions 

A multi-channel seismic reflection survey over Lo'ihi volcano and the 

surrounding region offers insights into the growth and development of Hawaiian 

volcanoes. Lo'ihi volcano grew atop the flank of Mauna Loa and that its initial lavas 

probably interfinger with materials from Mauna Loa and Kilauea. The Punalu 'u slide to 

the north is flat-lying and does not appear to continue beneath Lo'ihi, calling into 
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question the suggestion that it predates the seamount. A series of reflections within the 

Punalu 'u deposit suggests that it did not form in a single event but consists of a series of 

debris flows. Beneath Punalu'u and Lo'ihi is a unit with landward dipping reflections 

which may represents landward-rotation of sediments within the flank of Mauna Loa. 

Slow seismic velocities within this unit support this hypothesis. This flank may 

continue beneath Lo 'ihi itself and be the interface represented by high-amplitude, 

continuous reflections beneath Lo 'ihi' s flanks . Although the base of Lo 'ihi is not clearly 

defined in the seismic profiles, our data are consistent with the model put forth by 

Garcia et al. [1995] for Lo'ihi's shape and volume. 

Lo'ihi ' s flanks have undergone a significant amount oflandsliding, as evidenced 

by their steepness and the presence of large embayments. A variety of landslide types 

were imaged in our MCS data, including talus deposits, hummocky slumps and distal 

turbidites. Mass-wasting on Lo'ihi has no characteristic form and may occur suddenly 

or gradually. The fact that landslide deposits are so prominent on the flanks today 

suggests that older deposits probably underlie the flanks of the volcano, potentially 

rendering it unstable and promoting further landsliding. 

Modeling of seismic refraction data shows that seismic velocities on Lo'ihi range 

from 1.7 km/sat the summit and within landslide deposits, to >6 km/sin the core, 

although the central portion of the volcano is poorly sampled. Relatively low velocites 

within the flanks suggest the presence of landslide deposits at the base and exposed dikes 

and pillow lavas near the summit. Our velocity models are consistent with a previous 

model derived from earthquake locations [Caplan-Auerbach and Duennebier, 2001a] 

and suggest that Lo 'ihi has slower seismic velocities than Kilauea and Mauna Loa. 
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CHAPTER 4. SEISMIC AND ACOUSTIC SIGNALS DETECTED AT 
LO'IHI SEAMOUNT BY THE HA WAI'I UNDERSEA GEO

OBSERV ATORY 

4.1 Abstract 

The Hawai 'i Undersea Geo-Observatory (HUGO) is an ocean-bottom 

observatory located on the summit of Lo'ihi seamount, Hawaii. An electro-optical cable 

connects the HUGO junction box to a shore station on the Big Island of Hawaii, thereby 

enabling the first real-time monitoring of a submarine volcano. HUGO was active for 

three months in 1998, collecting nearly continuous, real-time data on a high-rate 

hydrophone. Signals detected during that time include local as well as teleseismic 

earthquakes, T -phases from Pacific-wide earthquakes, landslides on the submarine 

flank of Kilauea, and eruption sounds from the current Kilauea eruption. The data do 

not indicate a Lo'ihi eruption during the time that HUGO was active. The variety and 

quality of signals detected by the HUGO hydrophone confirms that a real-time 

observatory can serve a valuable role in studies of oceanic acoustics, local and 

teleseismic earthquakes and submarine eruption mechanics. 

4.2 Introduction 

Study of undersea volcanic systems began decades ago, on both mid-ocean 

ridges and intraplate volcanoes [e.g. Johnson, 1973; Ballard et al., 1981; Francheteau et 

al., 1981]. The logistics of performing long-term monitoring in such an environment 

are challenging and can be achieved in one of several ways: by a series of visits to the 

volcano, through the use of autonomous ocean bottom systems, by remote systems such 
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as seismometers or hydrophone arrays, or by permanent observatories. Repeated 

submersible visits are costly, and provide a poorly sampled view of the volcano's 

behavior. Autonomous data collection systems, such as ocean bottom seismometers, 

provide a continuous view of activity but are limited by power and storage capacity and 

must be routinely replaced. Moreover, changes in the behavior of the volcano are only 

determined after the system is retrieved and the data processed, thus providing no 

information useful for rapid response. Delayed reception of data also means that any 

faults in the equipment cannot be discovered until retrieval. Distant monitoring systems 

have been effective in detecting submarine eruptive activity [Fox et al., 1995; Dziak, 

1999; Fox et al, 2000], but only a few types of data, such as seismic and acoustic signals, 

can be detected remotely. 

An alternative to the methods described above is the real-time submarine 

observatory, capable of supplying continual power to experiments and transmitting data 

to a shore facility for analysis. Ocean observatories such as the New Millennium 

Observatory, deployed on Axial seamount in 1999, deliver data via an acoustic link to a 

surface buoy and then via satellite to shore. Other observatories such as LE0-15 

(Long-term Ecosystem Observatory) in New Jersey, the Real-Time Deep Sea Floor 

Observatory off of Hatsushima, Japan, and the Hawaii-2 Observatory, transmit data and 

power to a shore station through undersea communications cables. Plans are underway 

to monitor the entire Juan de Fuca plate with the Neptune observatory, which will be 

hardwired to shore stations on the North American west coast. 

The deep-ocean observatory HUGO, the Hawai 'i Undersea Geo-Observatory, is 

the subject of this paper. HUGO was designed for long-term, real-time monitoring of 
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Lo'ihi submarine volcano and the surrounding ocean. HUGO is composed of a junction 

box positioned on Lo'ihi's summit at 1200 m water depth, a 47-km electro-optical cable 

for data and power transmission, and a shore station on Hawai'i Island. A variety of 

experiments may be plugged into the system, and data are immediately sent to the shore 

station for processing. The system was designed to allow installation and repair of 

experiments via submersible or ROV. 

Lo 'ihi seamount, located 35 km south of the Hawai 'i island with its summit 

-1000 m below the ocean surface (Figure 4.1), has been studied in detail by means of 

oceanographic surveys and autonomous data collection systems. More than 50 

submersible dives on the volcano have yielded a wealth of data on the geology, 

chemistry and biology of Lo'ihi [e.g. Malahoff, 1987; Garcia et al., 1998; Hilton et al., 

1998]. An autonomous ocean bottom observatory (OBO) deployed in 1991 contained a 

seismometer, pressure sensor and thermistor for monitoring of hydrothermal vent 

temperatures. Data from the OBO show a number of features suggestive of an eruption, 

including increased seismicity and changes in both hydrothermal vent temperature and 

summit elevation [Malahoff, 1993]. Unfortunately, the potential eruption was not 

recognized until the data were returned to shore, too late to organize a thorough 

investigation of the event. In 1986, five ocean bottom seismometers were deployed on 

Lo'ihi in response to an earthquake swarm [Bryan and Cooper, 1995]. By the time the 

network was launched, however, the swarm had largely tapered. An ocean bottom 

seismometer was deployed during a 1996 earthquake swarm but it also caught only the 

tail end of activity [Caplan-Auerbach and Duennebier, 2001a]. Thus, although a 

number of projects have successfully used autonomous data collection systems to study 
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Figure 4.1: Location of the HUGO junction box with respect to the island of Hawai'i. 
HUGO sits on the summit of Lo'ihi's seamount, -35 km south of the Big Island of 
Hawai'i. The electro-optical cable follows the route shown between Lo'ihi and the shore 
station at Honu'apo. Black circles represent the locations of the seismic network 
operated by the Hawai'i Volcano Observatory. Stars at the Kilauea coast represent the 
Waha'ula and Kamokuna ocean entries, the sites where lava entered the ocean during 
the period when HUGO was active. 
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Lo'ihi, all have been compromised by delays in instrument deployment and data 

analysis. 

In this paper we present the results of three months of data collection from a 

high-rate hydrophone connected to the HUGO junction box. The HUGO system is 

described, as well as the chronology of its installation and repair. We then discuss the 

many kinds of signals detected by the HUGO hydrophone, of local, regional and 

Pacific-wide events and investigate the benefits of a real-time observatory on Lo 'ihi. 

Many events were recorded only at HUGO and cannot be located or thoroughly 

characterized. The purpose of this paper is to describe these events as much as possible, 

and provide justification for future use of similar systems. 

4.3 Geologic Setting 

Lo'ihi seamount is the youngest volcano in the Hawaiian chain and is the only 

known member of that group still in the submarine phase of activity. Lo'ihi probably 

formed on the submarine flanks of Mauna Loa and Kilauea volcanoes and as a result sits 

on a base that slopes from -2000 m to -5000 m depth. The highest point on Lo'ihi's 

summit is currently 976 m below sea level. Well defined rift zones to the north and 

south of the summit suggest that Lo 'ihi grows in a manner similar to that of other 

Hawaiian volcanoes; eruptions are probably most common at the summit and along the 

rift zones. Lo'ihi's summit platform includes three pit craters and a number of arcuate 

normal faults (Figure 4.2), suggesting that it may be in the process of caldera formation . 

Lo 'ihi was first identified as an active volcano in the early 1970' s when a 

massive earthquake swarm was located beneath its flanks [Klein, 1982]. Since that 
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Figure 4.2: Location of HUGO on Lo' ihi's summit, overlying regional 
bathymetry contoured at 100 m intervals. HUGO sits in a region known 
as the "Thousand Fingers Field", on the southeast side of the summit 
platform. The three pit craters on Lo'ihi's summit region are also visible. 
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time, eight additional earthquake swarms have been recorded at Lo'ihi and at least one 

eruption has been documented [Garcia et al., 1998]. Lo'ihi has been extensively 

mapped and visited via submersible, and a number of geochemical and hydrothermal 

studies have been performed to investigate the volcano's eruptive behavior [e.g. Moore 

et al., 1982; Garcia et al., 1998; Hilton et al., 1998]. Petrologic studies also indicate that 

Lo'ihi is currently undergoing a transition into the tholeiitic and most active stage of 

development [Garcia et al., 1998; Hilton et al., 1998]. All of these features make Lo'ihi 

an ideal place for submarine volcanic studies. It is near shore, very active, and its 

fundamental behavior has been studied and documented. 

The HUGO junction box is situated on a flat plane in the southeastern region of 

the summit platform in a region known as the Thousand Fingers Field (Figure 4.2). 

Although a number of rocky outcrops surround the HUGO site, the seafloor beneath the 

junction box consists of volcaniclastic mud at least 1.5 m deep into which the junction 

box has settled to a depth of - 20 cm. 

4.4 The HUGO system: 

The initial experiment package deployed with the junction box consisted of a 

high-rate hydrophone, a three-component seismometer and a pressure sensor. Power 

transmission and data return are achieved over a 47-km electro-optical cable linking the 

junction box with a shore station in Honu'apo on Hawai'i island (Figure 4.1). 

Eventually, >100 experiments could be deployed over Lo'ihi's summit, each sampled at 

2000 Hz and allotted an average of lOW of power. The junction box was designed for a 

lifetime of at least 10 years. 
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Installation of HUGO began on October 11, 1997, when the junction box and 

initial experiment packages were lowered to Lo'ihi's summit. Because landslides are 

common on the submarine flanks of Hawaiian volcanoes, the cable was laid 

perpendicular to contours wherever possible (Figure 4.1 ). Data from the hydrophone and 

seismometer were recorded throughout the installation but recording was discontinued 

when the cable was brought to shore and until the fiber optic link could be completed on 

October 19. Unfortunately, the seismometer's optical connector flooded three days later. 

The hydrophone was active until October 29 when its fiber optic termination also 

flooded. The pressure sensor remained operative until November 7 when the shunt 

regulator to the junction box failed because of a similar connector flaw. 

The faulty connectors were replaced on a series of submersible dives in January, 

1998. Because only a few experiments were operative in the initial deployment, power 

usage was considered to be sufficiently low to permit disconnection of the shunt 

regulator and tis faulty connector, whereupon power was restored to the junction box. A 

new hydrophone was successfully deployed and the system was brought back on line on 

January 17, with continuous data recording beginning on January 27. 

Data collection continued until April 26, 1998, when an electrical short circuit in 

the main fiber optic cable terminated operations. A survey of the first few kilometers of 

cable on Lo'ihi shows that the cable is suspended in places over large fractures. and it is 

likely that sharp rock on the edge of one of these fractures wore through the cable's 

polyethylene coating, resulting in the short circuit. That the fault lay in the cable, not in 

the junction box was confirmed in October, 1998, when a battery package was plugged 

directly into the junction box during a submersible dive , bringing the system back on 
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line for -8 hours. Over 6 GB of hydrophone data were recorded during the three months 

of operation, representing a nearly continuous record of acoustic and seismic signals 

detected at Lo 'ihi. 

4.5 Data collection 

Data from the high-rate hydrophone were initially sampled at 64 kHz and were 

resampled before archiving. High frequency data were occasionally recorded at sample 

rates up to 16 kHz and archived on DAT. In general, however, due to constraints on data 

storage and well as our particular interest in low frequency signals, the data were 

resampled at 512 Hz. 

Prior to March 13, 1998, two filters were employed in the hydrophone: a 1.6 Hz 

highpass filter reduced microseism noise, while a second filter amplified signal above 24 

Hz. These filters were removed on March 13 to increase the visibility of low frequency 

events. The various signals detected on the hydrophone during these periods are 

described below. 

Volcanic and seismic signals were detected continuously throughout the time that 

HUGO was active. At times, the low frequency rumbling and explosion signals from 

Kilauea were of sufficient amplitude to render identification of small T-phases and local 

earthquakes impossible. Anthropogenic signals such as airguns and ship noise are also 

common in the HUGO records and often dominate the signal. 
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4.6 Earthquakes 

One of the strongest benefits of HUGO is that it extends the dimensions of the 

HVO seismic network to better constrain locations of Lo'ihi and offshore Kilauea 

earthquakes. The many Kilauea earthquakes occurring beneath the submarine south flank 

are better constrained by the presence of a sensor on Lo'ihi. Deep earthquakes thought 

to be associated with the ascent of magma from the hot spot [Klein et al., 1987] often 

have offshore epicenters and could be better located with such sensors. Finally, since it 

was recognized as an active volcano in 1979 [Klein, 1982; Moore et al., 1982] nine 

earthquake swarms have been located on Lo'ihi. Because Lo'ihi sits well outside of the 

HVO seismic network, the locations of these earthquakes can only be approximated. 

The usage of autonomous ocean bottom seismometers in 1986 [Bryan and Cooper, 

1995] and 1996 [Caplan-Auerbach and Duennebier, 2001a] demonstrate the 

improvement in hypocentral locations. To that end we examine the effects of HUGO 

data on constraining the location of Hawai'i island and Lo'ihi earthquakes. 

Because HUGO had only a single receiver, we were unable to locate any of the 

events using HUGO data alone, and therefore depend on the HVO network to calculate 

hypocenters. During the three month deployment of HUGO, 81 Hawai 'i earthquakes 

were detected on the HUGO hydrophone (Figure 4.3). Of these events, 66 were located 

by the HVO land-based network. Timing of P-waves detected at HUGO was possible 

for 34 of the 66 events. The fact that timing was not always possible for HUGO

detected earthquakes is largely due to the presence of other acoustic signals such as 

volcanic noise from Kilauea or ship noise. Furthermore, no anti-aliasing filter was 

applied during re-sampling and it is likely that some of the noise in the frequency band 
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Figure 4.3: Two Kilauea earthquakes, as detected by the HUGO hydrophone. (a) 
M2.2 event on Kilauea's lower southwest rift zone, 3/18/98. (b) M4.4 event on 
Kilauea's upper east rift zone, 4/5/98. 
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for local events (5-30 Hz) is aliased from high frequency volcanic and biologic signals. 

Fifteen earthquakes were detected by HUGO that did not trigger the HVO network, and 

therefore cannot be located. Some of these show no appreciable delay between body and 

surface waves and are interpreted as being Lo'ihi earthquakes. Other events that did not 

trigger the land-based network show a several second gap between body and surface 

waves, consistent with Hawai 'i island earthquakes. 

In Figure 4.4 we show epicenters for five of the South Hawai 'i earthquakes that 

were detected by HUGO, as calculated using HYPOINVERSE [Klein, 1989]. Initial 

epicenters, calculated with data from the HVO network only, are plotted as white circles 

with dashed 95% confidence error ellipses. Events relocated with the addition of HUGO 

data are shown in gray with solid error ellipses. Errors are calculated assuming a 

standard timing uncertainty of 0.20 s. For events D, and E, the addition of HUGO data 

has the effect of extending the network geometry such that the events lie inside of the 

expanded array, resulting in a more tightly constrained epicenter. In contrast, events A, 

B and C lie inside the original array geometry, are already well located and are not 

significantly affected by the addition of the HUGO picks. We therefore conclude that 

hypocentral locations for earthquakes southeast of the HVO land-based array can be 

significantly improved with the addition of data from sensors positioned on Lo 'ihi. 

Focal depths in particular can only be constrained with data from such a sensor 

[Caplan-Auerbach and Duennebier, 2001a]. 

The small number of Lo'ihi earthquakes detected by HUGO is a consequence of 

the relative seismic quiescence of the volcano since 1996. Between 1986, when the 

HVO earthquake cataloguing system reached its current status, and 1996, the number of 
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Figure 4.4: Initial and relocated epicentral locations for several Hawaii earthquakes during the time that 
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represent the positions of seismic stations in the HVO network. Error ellipses show the 95% confidence 
region for earthquake epicenters assuming 0.20 s uncertainty in arrival times. 



earthquakes located on Lo'ihi averaged 2-10 per month. Since a massive earthquake 

swarm shook Lo'ihi in 1996, only -25 quakes in the Lo'ihi area have been detected by 

the HVO network, and most of those events have hypocenters between Lo'ihi and the 

Big Island of Hawaii. 

Teleseismic earthquakes were also detected on the HUGO hydrophone. Those 

that were recorded include the 3/25/98 M8.1 Balleny islands earthquake and the 3/29/98 

M7.2 Fiji earthquake (Figure 4.5). Surface waves for smaller (-M6) events were 

sometimes detected whereas body waves were not. Signals with peak frequencies 

between 0.1-1 Hz are often not detectable over the strong microseism signal common in 

oceanic environments [Webb, 1998]. 

4.7 T-Phases 

The summit of Lo 'ihi is located in nearly iso-velocity water about 200 m below 

the SOF AR channel axis, making it an excellent environment for the detection of T

phases from Pacific-wide earthquakes (Figure 4.6). HUGO' s ability to detect T-phases 

is examined by comparing HUGO-detected events with T-phases detected by the 

equatorial hydrophone array operated by NOAA/PMEL (Figure 4.6). While the HUGO 

hydrophone was on the bottom -400 m below the SOF AR channel axis, the PMEL 

instruments are suspended at the SOF AR channel axis. The PMEL network shares 

HUGO's view of the east and south Pacific, from California to Fiji, as evidenced by the 

fact that of 458 T-phases detected by HUGO, 442 could be correlated with events 

detected by PMEL. During this time period, however, the PMEL hydrophones detected 

over 1800 events. HUGO's detection capacity is limited by local bathymetry; the sensor 
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Figure 4.5: Body waves from a M7.2 earthquake in the Fiji islands, 3/29/98, bandpass 
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Figure 4.6: T-phase sources detected by the PMEL equatorial hydrophone 
array (black circles) and also by HUGO (white circles) for the period in which 
HUGO was operational. The stars symbolize the locations of HUGO and the 
PMEL hydrophone array. Locations are based on PMEL data and do not 
include HUGO arrivals. As a result, location errors increase with distance in a 
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sits on the bottom where it detects only downgoing rays, and Hawai 'i island blocks 

signal from the east and north. In contrast, PMEL sensors are able to detect both 

upgoing and downgoing rays and have a totally unobstructed view of the surrounding 

region. Finally, T-phases at HUGO may be drowned out by volcanic signals. The T

phase sources shown in Figure 4.6 are those calculated from the PMEL data. As a result, 

the locations have associated uncertainties that increase with distance from the equatorial 

network and are oriented radial to the array [Fox et al., 2000]. A sensor suspended 

above Lo'ihi could be used to increase the network size and substantially decrease 

location errors for east Pacific T -phases. 

4.8 Acoustic signals 

The most common signal recorded by the HUGO hydrophone was a sharp 

acoustic pulse sounding very much like an explosion. These events were nearly 

continuous during the time that HUGO was active, occurring hundreds to thousands of 

times per day. Our initial interpretation of the explosions was that they resulted from 

lava-water contacts from a Lo'ihi eruption. This interpretation was inspired by the 

results of a 1996 sonobuoy survey that located similar explosive signals on the 

northeastern part of Lo'ihi's summit. Because of the limitations associated with a single 

receiver on Lo'ihi, we were unable to determine a source location for the explosive 

events until October, 1998, when HUGO was brought temporarily back on line with a 

battery pack. At that time we deployed two sonobuoys north of the junction box and 

recorded the same events on both the sonobuoys and on the HUGO hydrophone. A 

series of progressive sonobuoy deployments confirmed that the source of the explosive 
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events was in fact the Kilauea ocean entry, the site where lava from the current eruption 

enters the ocean -40 km north of HUGO. We therefore interpret the source of these 

events as the ocean entries near Waha'ula and Kamokuna (Figure 4.1). 

Although their frequency content varies from < 10 Hz to several kHz, most of 

these acoustic events share a similar pattern in time series (Figure 4.7). The first pulse is 

followed 0.75s later by a second signal, and by a third pulse -2 seconds after the first. 

The second arrival is noticeably more dispersed in time and lower in frequency thank the 

first arrival. The triplicate nature of the events is independent of frequency content; both 

high (>50 Hz) and low ( < 50 Hz) frequency explosions display the three-pulsed signal 

(Figure 4.7). This frequency independence, combined with the fact that the time 

difference between pulses is virtually identical over the course of months, suggests that 

the triplicate waveform results from propagation rather than source effects. Data from an 

airgun survey performed over the Kilauea southflank during February, 1998, and two

dimensional ray tracing indicate that no direct arrivals are possible along this line and 

that rays must undergo at least one reflection en route to Lo'ihi. 

Our inability to locate events based only on HUGO signals means that we cannot 

determine whether all of the explosive events have their source at Kilauea or whether 

some come from Lo'ihi itself. To investigate the possibility that Lo'ihi may also have 

been erupting at the time HUGO was active we looked at data from times when lava 

from the Kilauea eruption was not flowing into the ocean. During these pauses, virtually 

no volcanic signals were detected on the HUGO hydrophone, supporting the hypothesis 

that the majority of explosive signals come from Kilauea. 
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Figure 4.7: Nine different Kilauea explosive events, detected at the HUGO 
hydrophone between 1/31/98 and 4/13/98. Although their frequency content varies, 
each shows the same three pulses in time series. This suggests that the triplicate 
nature of the waveform results from path effects rather than the source mechanism. 
The third main pulse has not been identified in 2-D ray tracing and may result from a 
side echo. 



The mechanism that produces the explosive events is not yet known. Some 

events, however, display nearly identical waveforms (Figure 4.8) suggesting that they 

share a common source mechanism and location. In other cases, events with different 

spectral characteristics are closely spaced in time. Acoustic signals have been used to 

examine eruption mechanisms for subaerial eruptions [Wouiff and McGetchin, 1976; 

Vergniolle and Brandeis, 1994] and it is likely that the submarine explosive signals from 

Kilauea could lend similar insights into the behavior of shallow submarine lava flows. 

A low frequency ( <20 Hz) rumble was another common signal detected by the 

HUGO hydrophone (Figure 4.9). This signal occurred periodically throughout the 

recording period and was commonly accompanied by high frequency explosive signals. 

This rumbling signal sometimes comes in short (10-60 second) pulses of activity while 

at other times it is continuous for tens of minutes. Although there is no clear pattern to 

the occurrence of the explosive signals and the low frequency rumble, the rumbling 

signal frequently ceases for some time after "roar" events, described below. 

To learn more about the source of the signals detected at Lo'ihi, we compare 

HUGO data with visual observations made at the Kilauea ocean entry. In 1973 and 

1989, SCUBA divers visited the active ocean entry at Kilauea and described the offshore 

eruptive activity [Moore et al., 1973; Tribble, 1991]. Recurring explosions were 

observed at points along a submarine lava stream. These explosions produced a bubble 

of lava 0.5-1 min diameter, attributed to the combustion of hydrogen gas after it 

thermally disassociated from the water [Tribble, 1991]. The sound produced by these 

explosions was audible to the divers, implying a source frequency >20 Hz. Divers also 

reported that these concussion events occurred between 10-100 times per minute. We 
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Figure 4.8: Two explosive events detected by HUGO on 3/29/98. The two events occurred 
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Figure 4.9: Typical Kilauea rumble and roar events, 3/21 /98. The first 1000 s of the time series are 
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the downslope motion of talus. The fact that low frequency activity ceases after the roar suggests 
that its source may be destroyed in the roar event. 



believe that the explosions detected at HUGO result from processes similar to those 

observed on these SCUBA dives. Divers also described a "rumbling" that could be felt 

when they touched the offshore lava tube [Tribble, 1991]. This rumbling may be similar 

to the low frequency activity detected by HUGO. Alternatively, the HUGO-detected 

rumble may be composed of a rapid succession of explosions such as those heard by the 

divers. 

4.9 Roar events 

Perhaps the most intriguing signals detected by the HUGO hydrophone are 

prolonged roaring noises believed to be associated with landsliding on Kilauea's 

submarine south flank. This interpretation is supported by the fact that the largest of 

these events coincide with observed subaerial collapses at the Kilauea ocean entry. 

During the three months that HUGO was active, HVO reported two major bench 

collapses and a host of minor ones [C. Heliker, personal communication, 1999]. Each of 

these events coincides with a large roar event in the HUGO data. 

Roars share a common spectral character. The initial part of the roar generally 

consists of a low frequency ( <50 Hz) rumble, accompanied by, and eventually replaced 

by, a broadband hiss (Figure 4.9). The low frequency portion has the greatest amplitude 

and lasts approximately 20-30 seconds. The hiss involves signal up to several kHz and 

may last anywhere from l -30 minutes. Commonly, a roar event coincides with the end 

of a prolonged period of low frequency rumble. In many instances following a roar, the 

signals detected by HUGO are dominated by isolated explosions (Figure 4.9). In a few 
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cases, the roar has no low frequency component and consists only of a prolonged 

broadband hiss. 

A likely interpretation of the roar signal is that the initial low frequency signal 

results from the downslope motion of large blocks, while the hissing represents the 

motion of talus as it moves downslope. The fact that many roars coincide with the end 

of low frequency rumbling suggests that the landslide destroys the source of the rumble. 

We speculate that the rumbling noise is generated by the motion of lava in an offshore 

tube or lava stream and that roars often indicate the destruction of one of these tubes by 

mass wasting. Once the tube is destroyed, an open source of lava is exposed to the 

ocean, potentially accounting for the increase in explosive events that often follows a 

roar. Many roars are immediately preceded by a large explosion which may act as a 

trigger to the destruction of the tube and the generation of a small landslide. The fact 

that some roars have no low frequency component suggests that some slides are 

composed only of talus. 

We note that in many cases, the low frequency rumble appears unaffected by the 

roar event. However, during the time that HUGO was active, lava from the Kilauea 

eruption flowed into the ocean at two sites; Waha'ula and Kamokuna (Figure 4.1). The 

sites are only -1 km apart and we are unable to differentiate between signals generated at 

the two ocean entries. Thus, an offshore lava tube at one entry may continue while the 

tube at the other entry is destroyed by a landslide. 

Roars are detected frequently, on the order of 3-10 times per day. Although we 

can correlate some large roars with observed bench collapses, many more roars are 

detected by the HUGO hydrophone than can be documented by the HVO records of 
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subaerial collapse at the ocean entry. These events may be attributed to small 

landsliding on the submarine flank of Kilauea's east rift zone. Such slides were 

observed by SCUBA divers at the active ocean entry [Moore et al., 1973; Tribble, 1991]. 

Divers reported that the submarine slope was at the angle of repose, and any motion by 

divers triggered small landslides. Other slides were observed approximately once an 

hour with no obvious triggering mechanism [Tribble, 1991]. Seismic reflection profiles 

[Hills et al., 1999], confirm that the submarine south flank is largely composed of 

unstable volcanic debris. It has also been noted [Moore and Chadwick, 1995] that the 

offshore morphology changes dramatically once the rift zone goes submarine at the Puna 

Ridge; beyond Puna, there is little to no hyaloclastic sedimentation to blanket the flank. 

No roars were observed during the several days when no lava was flowing into the 

ocean, suggesting that the weight of new rock at the ocean entry helps initiate mass 

wasting. 

4.10 Was Lo'ihi erupting in 1998? 

Our initial belief, upon hearing the large number of explosive signals detected by 

the HUGO hydrophone, was that Lo'ihi was probably erupting in early 1998. We now 

believe that the triplicate waveform of the most of the explosive events requires that the 

source of the signal be Kilauea. The fact that the hydrophone detected little to no signal 

when Kilauea was in a pause supports this view. However, it is not certain that all of the 

explosive events in early 1998 came from Kilauea, since a few events do not exhibit the 

triplicate waveform. Additionally, the "roar" events could not be located and we 

attribute their source to the Kilauea ocean entry largely due to the correlation of bench 
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collapses and with roars and the strong correlation of roars with triplicate events. It is 

possible that some of the roars came from Lo 'ihi landslides. In any case, the amplitude 

and clarity of the Kilauea signals confirms that noises from a Lo 'ihi eruption would be 

easily detected by a system such as HUGO. 

4.11 Conclusions 

In spite of the fact that its active lifetime was cut short by a fault in the power 

cable, HUGO yielded a large quantity of high quality data demonstrating that a 

permanent observatory at Lo 'ihi can be of significant value in studies of Hawai 'i 

volcanic systems and Pacific-wide seismicity. The HUGO hydrophone was able to 

detect events with power spectral peaks ranging from 0.01 to 15000 Hz. Data from the 

Kilauea ocean entry may be useful in examining shallow submarine eruption mechanics. 

Further analysis and close observation of the landslides at Kilauea's ocean entry may 

also lend insights into the formation of that volcano's submarine south flank. In spite of 

the fact that the seismic sensor package did not operate, many local and teleseismic 

earthquakes were recorded by the hydrophone. Locations for local offshore earthquakes 

improved upon addition of data from the HUGO sensor. Sounds recorded by the HUGO 

hydrophone may be heard at HTTP://www.soest.hawaii.edu/-fred/sounds/sounds.html. 
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CHAPTER 5. HYDROACOUSTIC DETECTION OF SUBMARINE 
LANDSLIDES ON KILAUEA VOLCANO 

5 .1 Abstract 

Landslides produced at the site where lava flows into the ocean at Kilauea 

volcano have been detected hydroacoustically. Up to 10 landslides per day were 

detected by a hydrophone on the Hawai 'i Undersea Geo-Observatory (HUGO), located 

-50 km south of the entry site. The largest of these landslides, partly subaerial events 

known as ~ench collapses, were detected by a network of hydrophones in the eastern 

Pacific, 5000-7000 km away from the source. The landslides display a characteristic 

spectral signature easily recognizable among other signals such as earthquake T-phases 

and anthropogenic noises. The fact that signals are detected at great distances suggests 

that hydroacoustic detection of landslides could be a powerful tool in tsunami 

monitoring and modeling efforts. 

5 .2 Introduction 

The role of landslides in tsunamigenesis has long been recognized [Gutenberg, 

1939; Wilson and Torum, 1972; Tinti and Bortolucci, 1972], but events such as the July, 

1998 tsunami in Papua New Guinea have recently returned the issue to the forefront of 

hazards research [e.g. Synolakis et al., 2000]. The recent discovery of landslide 

headwalls on U.S. continental margins has also renewed interest in the relationship 

between landslides and tsunamigenesis [Driscoll et al., 2000; Greene et al., 2000]. 

While the tsunamigenic capacity of great (M>8) earthquakes is well established, 
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several earthquakes are associated with tsunamis far larger than predicted by their 

magnitude. In some cases, these tsunamis are better modeled by a landslide source 

[Tappin et al., 1999; Fryer et al., 2000]. The anomalous tsunami magnitude associated 

with these events makes identifying their source an important challenge. One possible 

method is to examine seismic data for evidence of a single-force mechanism [Hasegawa 

and Kanamori, 1987; Ma et al., 1999], although [Dahlen, 1993} demonstrated that such 

a single force source is not unique to landslides. Okal [2000] used the length and 

spectrum of T-phase codas to identify a potential landslide associated with the 1998 

Sissano lagoon tsunami. In general, however, no means has yet been developed to 

rapidly identify a submarine landslide using seismic or hydroacoustic data. 

In this paper we report on hydroacoustic detection of landslides by two 

independent instruments: a high-rate hydrophone deployed as part of the Hawai 'i 

Undersea Geo-Observatory (HUGO) and the Eastern Pacific hydrophone array operated 

by the Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory (PMEL). Although the PMEL network 

is located >5000 km from Kilauea while HUGO sits only 50 km from the landslide site, 

the signals can be clearly correlated between the two systems. These data, among the 

first hydroacoustic recordings of confirmed submarine landslides, are used to determine 

' 
\ whether landslides display a characteristic spectral signature that may be used for 

~ landslide and tsunami monitoring over ocean basin scales. 

5 .3 System description 

HUGO consists of a junction box positioned on the summit of Lo 'ihi seamount, 

and connected to a shore station on Hawai'i island via a 47-km electro-optical cable 
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(Figure 5.1). HUGO's high-rate hydrophone collected a continuous record of data from 

January 27-April 25, 1998. Data were most often stored at 512 Hz, but occasionally at 

rates as high as 16 kHz. HUGO sits at depth of 1200 m,just below the axis of the 

SOF AR channel and is therefore well-positioned to detect submarine acoustic signals. 

The PMEL hydrophone array consists of six autonomous instruments suspended 

in the SOFAR channel over the equatorial East Pacific Rise (Figure 5.1). The 8-bit data 

recorded by the PMEL hydrophones are bandpass filtered at 1-40 Hz and sampled at 

100 Hz. Data are stored within the instrument for up to six months before retrieval. The 

PMEL array became operational in May, 1996 and, with the exception of one 7-day 

period in late 1998, has recorded continuously since that time [Fox et al., 2000]. 

5 .4 Kilauea landslides 

The current eruption of Kilauea volcano began in January, 1983, and continues at 

the time of writing. In November, 1986, lava from the eruption first met the sea, and 

since that time has been entering the ocean much of the time along the southeast coast of 

Hawai 'i island. As lava enters the ocean, a delta forms atop a layer of hyaloclastites. As 

the weight of the delta increases, it subsides and may eventually collapse into the ocean. 

When the subaerial portion of the delta is involved in the landslide it is called a "bench 

collapse". Major bench collapses that may involve tens of acres of bench occur 

approximately 1-2 times per month during times of coastal volcanic activity [Mattox 

and Mangan, 1997]. 
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Figure 5.1: Location of the HUGO and PMEL hydrophones relative to the Kilauea 
ocean entry. The ocean entry, the site where bench collapses occur, is marked with a 
white star in the inset map of Hawaii island. The inset map also shows a blackstar at 
the site of the HUGO hydrophone. Locations of hydrophones in the PMEL array are 
shown in the larger map, also marked with blackstars. 
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5.5 Signal identification 

Throughout the time that HUGO was active, landslides from the Kilauea ocean 

entry were detected by the hydrophone between 4 and 10 times daily [Caplan-Auerbach 

and Duennebier, 1998]. We identify these signals as landslides largely due to the fact 

that the largest events are directly correlated with bench collapses observed by Hawaiian 

Volcano Observatory staff [C. Heliker, personal communication, 2000]. No 

independent observations have been made of the smaller events, but their similarity to 

bench collapses strongly suggests a similar source mechanism. 

The landslide events share common spectral characteristics and are easily 

discriminated from other acoustic events such as seismic T -phases, whale vocalizations 

and man-made acoustic sources (airguns or shipping noise). The majority oflandslides 

begin with a low-frequency (<50 Hz) rumble accompanied by, and eventually replaced 

by, a broadband hiss (Figure 5.2). The hiss has a nearly flat power spectrum from -1 to 

3000 Hz. Landslide duration varies from 1-2 minutes to several hours. We hypothesize 

that the rumble is associated with the failure of large blocks, such as the main bench or a 

submarine lava tube, and interpret the hiss as sliding hyaloclastic debris. In some 

instances, the signal has no low-frequency component and includes only the broadband 

hiss. Many landslides also feature an increase in impulsive signals believed to be 

hydrovolcanic explosions resulting from the exposure of a lava tube [Mattox and 

Mangan, 1997]. 

All of the bench collapses detected by HUGO were also detected by the PMEL 

equatorial hydrophone array. Not only do onset times coincide (after accounting for the 

required travel time), but individual hydrovolcanic explosions can be correlated between 
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Figure 5.2: Spectrograms for four typical landslides, recorded by the HUGO hydrophone during 
March and April, 1998. The landslides commonly begin with a 30-50 seconds low-frequency 
rumble. The rumble is accompanied by a broadband hiss continuing well after the rumble has 
quieted. Although the hiss has been recorded to frequencies >2500 Hz, we present data at 512 
Hz to highlight the low-frequency and broadband components. Signal durations vary (note the 
different time scales). Warm colors represent higher amplitudes. The inset spectrogram 
accompanying the 3/03/98 landslide is the 3/03/98 event as detected by one of the PMEL 
autonomous hydrophones, 5400 km from Kilauea. The event of 3/31/98 is a bench collapse, 
also shown filtered and decimated in Figure 5.3. 
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HUGO and PMEL records (Figure 5.3). Because the PMEL recordings are bandpass 

filtered between 1 and 40 Hz, only the low frequency portion of the signal is recorded. 

These signals are easily distinguishable from earthquake T-phases which are emergent 

and have durations of minutes. The stronger background signal in the HUGO record 

may be a consequence of aliasing during resampling from 64 kHz to 512 Hz. 

Comparison of HUGO and PMEL data is limited by the fact that HUGO was 

only operational between January 27 and April 25, 1998 and therefore only recorded a 

few large collapse events. However, virtually all of the bench collapses documented by 

HVO since the PMEL network was installed in 1996 were detected by the equatorial 

array. Many more collapses occurred for which initiation times are not known [C. 

Heliker, personal communication, 2000]. These events may account for the hundreds of 

unidentified signals in PMEL records. 

5.6 Use of hydroacoustic data for landslide monitoring 

The fact that Kilauea landslides were detected $>$5000 km from the initiation 

site makes us hopeful that hydroacoustic data could be used to identify submarine 

landslides on ocean basin scales as part of a tsunami monitoring program. However, the 

fact that the observed bench collapses occur on an active volcano introduces signals that 

may not be found in other landslide events. Most importantly, the signals detected by 

PMEL are largely composed of impulsive events, many of which are believed to be 

hydrovolcanic explosions. Such signals are not expected to be associated with other 

landslides and cannot be used as a distinctive landslide spectral characteristic. However, 

at least one "typical" landslide was detected by the PMEL network (Figure 5.2), 
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Figure 5.3: Bench collapse of 3/31/98 recorded at HUGO (top panels) and PMEL (bottom 
panels) . The HUGO data have been filtered and decimated such that they are similar to 
PMEL recordings. Individual explosions can be correlated on the two sensors. The 
stronger broadband component in the HUGO data may be a consequence of aliasing 
during inital resampling from 64 kHz to 512 Hz. AT-phase from an unidentified teleseismic 
earthquake is visible in the PMEL record at 3200 seconds. 
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confirming that events with no associated explosions are also detectable at ocean basin 

scales. Further study of the relationship between landslide volume and acoustic 

signature is also required. The dramatic difference in size between Kilauea bench 

collapses ( -1-10 x 105 m3
) and tsunamigenic events ( 4-10 x 109 m3 for the 1998 Papua 

New Guinea event) may result in different spectral characteristics. 

The broadband hiss is a promising characteristic for hydroacoustic monitoring of 

landslides. Unfortunately, the current sample rate for PMEL data makes it impossible to 

evaluate whether the broadband signal is identifiable at large (> 1000 km) source

receiver distances. Attenuation is a concern: over the 6000 km between Kilauea and the 

PMEL network, a 20 Hz signal is predicted to attenuate by 2 dB whereas a 200 Hz signal 

will lose 20 dB [Urick, 1967]. More data at higher sample rates must be collected before 

the merits of hydroacoustic landslide monitoring can be evaluated. PMEL has recently 

advanced its hydrophone technology to allow recording of 0-450 Hz signals at 12 bit 

resolution. 

5.7 Conclusions 

Submarine landslides and bench collapses from the Kilauea ocean entry have 

been detected on hydrophones located 50 km (HUGO) and >5000 km (PMEL) from the 

landslide initiation site. The landslides display recognizable spectral characteristics 

including an initial low-frequency ( <50 Hz) rumble and a broadband coda. This signal 

is easily distinguishable from other acoustics events, making hydroacoustic monitoring 

of landslides an encouraging possibility. Further data collection is required, ideally at 
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higher sample rates, to determine whether hydroacoustic monitoring of landslides is a 

viable mechanism for use in tsunami monitoring at ocean basin scales. 
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